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Overview and Project Background

Beginning in the fall of 2016, CSIS and RTI International began examining the current challenges facing developing countries as they seek to establish innovation-and technology-
driven economies. Innovation and technology are increasingly at the heart of economic growth
around the world—and will be crucial tools for addressing emerging issues such as global
urbanization and growing demand for food, energy, and water. Unfortunately, how to harness
innovation and technology for transformational change is not typically a top-tier topic in the
international donor community. As this report demonstrates, that is changing and should
continue to do so.
Bilateral and multilateral donors have begun to recognize the broad global demand for programming that specifically targets the creation of innovation-and technology-led economic growth,
but change has been halting. Donor agencies have typically focused on issues like basic h
 uman
needs, infrastructure, and democracy and governance—all worthwhile pursuits but only part of the
story. Today, developing countries aspire toward a different kind of cooperation with established
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) economies. They want a stake
in the global community of science, knowledge, and creation that has fueled twenty-first-century
innovation and technology.
Given the breadth and depth of the topic, there was clear recognition that any analysis would have
to break the topic down into its constituent parts. On the basis of this recognition, CSIS and RTI
chose to host three separate roundtable discussions at CSIS to address different subtopics under
the larger research umbrella of innovation-and technology-led economic growth. The first
roundtable was held in September 2016 and focused on education and h
 uman capital development; the second roundtable held in October 2016 focused on translational research and development and commercialization; and the final roundtable was held in December 2016 and focused
on the innovation policy environment.
 hese roundtables allowed the research team to evaluate how U.S. development agencies, other
T
bilateral donors, multilateral development banks, and the private sector approached each of the
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identified research topics. Following additional interviews with key stakeholders and significant
desk research, CSIS and RTI drafted a memo for each topic summarizing key findings and insights.
In addition, CSIS and RTI identified three case studies—Kenya, Malaysia, and Gujarat, India—that
would be used to highlight best practices and successful examples of international cooperation
around the creation of innovation-and technology-led economic growth. CSIS and RTI sent joint
teams to all three locations to meet with implementers, emerging donor representatives, host
country officials, and the private sector. On the basis of these visits, CSIS and RTI drafted three
case study memos to further validate and support our research.
All of that work has been encapsulated in this report, which represents nearly twelve months of effort from dozens of p
 eople consolidating lessons from across the world. Through this research,
CSIS and RTI hope to create a platform for engaging a broad set of actors to support the creation
of knowledge-based economies and innovation-led economic growth in places where we never
expected to find it before.

Overview and Project Background
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Executive Summary:
Escaping the Middle-Income Trap
The world faces a confluence of changes and technological advances that are fundamentally
altering the relationship between individuals, economies, and society. Innovations in a diverse set
of fields including robotics, genetics, artificial intelligence, Internet-enabled sensors, and cloud
computing are individually disruptive. Collectively they are world changing. Experts around the
world have come up with different names and descriptions for this phenomenon: Klaus Schwab
calls it the “fourth industrial revolution”; Alec Ross points t oward the “industries of the f uture”;
Steve Case recognizes it as the “third wave” of the Internet; and Martin Ford looks t oward the “rise
of the robots.”
Although t hese thinkers have slightly different visions for the future, t here is a shared recognition
that existing assumptions and economic models need adjustment. For both developed and developing countries, the innovation-and technology-driven economy offers significant risks and
opportunities. On the one hand, this change offers the potential for increased global prosperity,
efficiency, and quality of life. On the other hand, if poorly managed, this transition could disrupt
employment models, pathways out of poverty, and stability around the world.
The good news is that the developing world is richer, freer, and more capable than at any other
time in history. The center of gravity for the emerging global m
 iddle class will be in places like
India, China, Southeast Asia, and East Africa. The f uture of development will not be focused on the
basic h
 uman needs agenda—although t here are critical and pressing h
 uman needs still to be met.
Meeting the hopes and aspirations of t hese changing economies w
 ill require new forms of
cooperation beyond traditional foreign assistance. T
 oday, developing countries are seeking
partnerships around trade and investment, education, and science and technology.
This means that it w
 ill be critical for developing countries to build the capacity to participate
in—and benefit from—the modern innovation-and technology-driven economy. Traditional
models of development relied upon agriculture, commodities, and cheap labor as part of an
incremental process to build skills, move up global value chains, and increase national income.
Although t hese disciplines w
 ill remain important, integration into the knowledge economy

viii
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requires new skills and education to develop a modern workforce, connectivity with global knowledge networks, and a willingness and ability to embrace rapid change.
For developing countries that want to escape the middle-income trap1 and seize new opportunities in the transforming global economy, the time to look to the future is now. The World Bank
recently estimated that up to two-thirds of all jobs in developing countries are susceptible to
automation.2 Similarly, the World Economic Forum estimates that nearly two-thirds of current
primary school students will be employed in jobs and industries that do not currently exist.3 In
response to t hese pressures, developing countries are seeking to change their economic trajectory
and industrial mix through innovation and technology. T
 oday nearly half of all developing countries have released national science, technology, and innovation (STI) strategies, and t here is a
growing global consensus that innovation and technology need not be the sole province of ad ill require effective policyvanced economies.4 Achieving this diffusion of capability, however, w
making and good governance.
The United States can (and should) position itself as the partner of choice for developing countries
that want to transform their economies through science, technology, and innovation. It has unique
assets that it can offer to help developing countries achieve this goal: American universities, research, and companies are the envy of the entire world. Large foreign student and diaspora populations in the United States could also serve as natural connectors for future partnerships that help
build diplomatic and economic ties.
It is clearly in the U.S. interest to assist and partner with countries seeking this kind of transformation. Emerging economies are f uture markets for trade and investment, and promoting economic
growth abroad creates jobs and wealth back home. Helping developing countries meet their
hopes and aspirations also strengthens friendships and alliances that help with burden sharing and
global public goods. Rich countries do not have a monopoly on innovation, and we need more
brain power from around the world focused on solving our shared global challenges.
Education, science, and technology will be a large part of our future engagement with the developing world, and policymakers in the United States need a deeper understanding of how these
issues fit in with our global interests. Through effective cooperation, the United States can plug
1. The World Bank notes that:
Since the 1950s, rapid growth has allowed a significant number of countries to reach middle-income status; yet,
very few have made the additional leap needed to become high-income economies. Rather, many developing
countries have become caught in what has been called a middle-income trap . . . stable, low-growth economic
equilibria where talent is misallocated and innovation stagnates.
See Pierre-Richard Agenor, Otaviano Canuto, and Michael Jelenic, “Avoiding Middle-Income Growth Traps,” World
Bank, November 2012, http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTPREMNET/Resources/EP98.pdf.
2. 
World Development Report 2016: Digital Dividends (Washington, DC: World Bank, 2016), 23, http://documents
.worldbank.org/curated/en/896971468194972881/pdf/102725-PUB-Replacement-PUBLIC.pdf.
3. “The Future of Jobs Employment, Skills and Workforce Strategy for the Fourth Industrial Revolution,” World Economic Forum, January 2016, 1, http://w ww3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_ FOJ_ Executive_ Summary_ Jobs.pdf.
4. CSIS research found that 66 out of 139 countries the World Bank classified as lower income or m
 iddle income have
STI policies.
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new countries into the liberal rules-based international order. It is this brand of soft power, global
network building, and technological leadership that w
 ill lead to another “American Century.”
At the crossroads of this critical juncture in h
 uman social and economic development, CSIS and
RTI International formed a research partnership to examine global trends, best practices, and
emerging issues around innovation-and technology-led economic growth
The findings presented in the following report suggest that t here are clear opportunities to accelerate and expand opportunity through innovation and technology around the world. Although the
specific nature of the opportunity varies by setting—Kenya, Malaysia, and Gujarat each had very
different visions for their respective economic f utures—there are common insights and approaches to promoting innovation-led economic growth around the world. Transforming tomorrow’s developing economies through technology and innovation w
 ill not necessarily require huge
investment but rather catalytic interventions, sustained partnerships, and long-term vision.

x
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01
Education and Human
Capital Development
Any country that aspires to an innovation-and technology-driven economy must first look to the
quality of its human capital, which absorbs and produces technological advances. Improving this
fundamental component of the economy has broad positive effects, but as the OECD notes,
beginning in the late 1990s t here was recognition that high-income economies, “are more
strongly dependent on the production, distribution and use of knowledge than ever before.”1
A large diffusion of skills and knowledge in the economy is the starting point for modern economic competitiveness and critical for achieving sustainable and inclusive growth.
This common-sense assertion is backed by years of economic studies. A recent article found a
“positive relationship, statistically significant between GDP per capita and innovative capacity of
human capital (evidenced by the number of patents) and qualification of employees (secondary
education) as expected according to economic theory.”2 An International Monetary Fund (IMF)
study indicated that although the macroeconomic impact of patents is understudied, average
growth rates are correlated with patents, primarily through their impact on research and development (R&D).3 All this points to the clear value of a well-developed base of human capital.
The key input and determinant of human capital development, particularly in economies
looking to move t oward upper-middle-income status, is access to quality education. Education
can equip a national workforce with the skills, knowledge, and creativity to compete in the
knowledge-based global economy. One Stanford researcher noted that “without improving
school quality, developing countries will find it difficult to improve their long run economic
1. “The Knowledge Based Economy,” Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), 1996,
https://w ww.oecd.org/sti/sci-tech/1913021.pdf.
2. Elena Pelinescu, “The Impact of Human Capital on Economic Growth,” Procedia Economics and Finance 22 (2015):
189, http://ac.els-cdn.com/S2212567115002580/1-s2.0-S2212567115002580-main.pdf ?_tid= e03213d8-6323-11e7
-944b-00000aacb35e&acdnat=1499439319_61a5f78c5d360fb173fbb08ba4888c7f.
3. Fiona McFarland, “White House Disability and Inclusive Technology Summit,” American Association of People with
Disabilities, December 20, 2016, http://w ww.aapd.com/white-house-disability-inclusive-technology-summit/.

1
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performance.”4 Basic literacy and numeracy are starting points, but specialized skills, training,
and educational institutions are needed to take full advantage of opportunities in the knowledge economy.
 hese basic skills can initially be gleaned from effective secondary education. In the economic
T
growth of Asia in the late 1980s and early 1990s as well as in postwar Europe, secondary education was more strongly associated with growth than even higher education.5 That said, as countries develop and incorporate the best existing technologies into their economy, that is, as they
approach the “technological frontier,” tertiary education becomes particularly important as a driver
of invention and innovation.6 As countries seek to move up the ladder economically, t here needs
to be a system capable of producing the appropriate human capital through effective primary,
secondary, and then tertiary education programs.

EXTENDING SKILLS AND ACCESS
Unfortunately, the conversation around education still starts with basic access, literacy, and numeracy.
Today, 263 million children and youths are out of school, with 142 million secondary school students
between the ages of 15 and 17 excluded from education.7 Only 1 out of 10 young adults in developing
countries will be on track to gain basic secondary skills by 2030 under current trends.8
Education quality rather than education access more strongly correlates with economic growth
because the quality of an education is a bigger determinant of potential individual earnings.9 Education access alone can be a misleading indicator. In Ghana and K
 enya, for example, even t hose that
graduate from university have lower levels of literacy than OECD residents who have completed
primary school.10 Translating access into quality education requires institutional changes, but the
addition of technological resources can serve as an important impetus and driver of change.

4. Eric A. Hanushek, “Economic Growth in Developing Countries: The Role of Human Capital,” Economics of Education
Review 37 (2013): 204, https://hanushek.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/publications/Hanushek%202013%20EER%2037.pdf.
5. P. Aghion, L. Boustan, C. Hoxby, and J. Vandenbussche, “The Causal Impact of Education on Economic Growth:
Evidence from U.S.,” March 2009, http://scholar.harvard.edu/files/aghion/files/causal_impact_of_education.pdf.
6. Jérôme Vandenbussche, Philippe Aghion, and Costas Meghir, “Growth, Distance to Frontier and Composition of H
 uman
Capital,” Journal of Economic Growth 11, no. 2 (June 2006), https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10887-006-9002-y.
7. “263 Million Children and Youth Are out of School,” UNESCO Institute for Statistics, July 15, 2016, http://uis.unesco
.org/en/news/263-million-children-and-youth-are-out-school.
8. Jakaya Kikwete, “In 2050, Africa W
 ill Be Home to 1 Billion Young People. And They’ll Need Educating,” World
Economic Forum, April 21, 2017, https://w ww.weforum.org/agenda/2017/04/in-2050-africa-will-be-home-to-1-billion
-young-people-and-theyll-need-educating.
9. Eric A. Hanushek and Ludger Wößmann, “Education Quality and Economic Growth,” World Bank, 2007, http://
siteresources.worldbank.org/EDUCATION/Resources/278200-1099079877269/547664-1099079934475/Edu_Quality
_Economic_Growth.pdf.
10. Lee Crawfurd, “Literacy of Adults in Developing Countries: New Data from a Skills Survey,” Center for Global Development, August 16, 2016, https://w ww.cgdev.org/blog/literacy-adults-developing-countries-new-data-skills-survey.
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Technology as a Tool for Education
Closing the gap on basic education needs w
 ill require continued commitment to existing programs,
but technology can also be a tool to extend access and improve quality of learning. Today mobile
devices are nearly ubiquitous, and by 2020, 70 percent of the world population is expected to have
a smartphone.1 These phones could serve as interactive learning platforms, especially for building
basic literacy and numeracy.
Development agencies are already implementing programs to identify innovative uses of mobile
technology in education. As part of its G
 rand Challenges for Development initiatives, the U.S.
Agency for International Development (USAID) launched the All Children Reading program in 2011
to provide ongoing grant and prize money for innovators that leverage science and technology to
“source, test, and disseminate scalable solutions to improve literacy skills of early grade learners in
developing countries.”2
Mobile phone penetration is also a potential solution to lack of access for marginalized and vulnerable
populations, including girls and the disabled. A recent USAID study noted that only “5–15 percent of
children in low income countries have access to the assistive technologies they require, thereby
hindering their access to school”3 and limiting their ability to learn. Donors could play a role in helping
to provide these assistive technologies, including digital platforms and textbooks for students with
visual or audio impairments. Including these populations enhances their ability to participate in the
economy and broadens the base of potentially productive h
 uman assets.
1. “Ericsson Mobility Report: On the Pulse of the Networked Society,” Ericsson, June 2015, 3, https://w ww.ericsson.com/res
/docs/2015/ericsson-mobility-report-june-2015.pdf.
2. “About Us,” All Children Reading: A Grand Challenge for Development, 2017, https://allchildrenreading.org/about-us/.
3. Ann-Marit Sæbønes et al., “Towards a Disability Inclusive Education: Background Paper for the Oslo Summit on Education
for Development,” U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), July 2015, 12, https://w ww.usaid.g
 ov/sites/default
/files/documents/1865/Oslo_Ed_ Summit_DisabilityInclusive_Ed.pdf.

Early phases of education lead to imitative behaviors while secondary and tertiary education
are related to innovation. Although the Millennium Development Goals led to widespread
promotion of primary education, secondary schooling enrollment and graduate rates continue
to lag. As secondary school often is the final stage of education for most youths before they
enter the workforce, it is important for students to make the transition from primary to secondary schooling.
National standards in education that require primary school graduates to take a placement exam
for secondary school encourage students toward future education access even as the quality
of it may vary.11 In addition, secondary schooling that incorporates both traditional learning and

11. Steven Livingston, “Classroom Technologies Narrow Education Gap in Developing Countries,” Brookings Institution,
August 23, 2016, https://w ww.brookings.edu/blog/techtank/2016/08/23/classroom-technologies-narrow-education-gap
-in-developing-countries/.
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work-based learning ensures that students are not confined to an academic or vocational path in
the early stages of their education, something that prevents c
 areer mobility.12
Finally, once students have received a secondary education, one that is balanced with academics
and vocation, they can specialize for a specific career with market-relevant training through
tertiary education. Countries that have experienced a growth in tertiary education seldom end up
with an “oversupply.” South K
 orea, for example, from 1974 to 1990 had a positive return on ter13
tiary education. This was in spite of the fact that South Korea was experiencing many political
and economic transitions, showing that tertiary education is a positive development tool for
many contexts in the developing world.14

BUILDING SKILLS FOR SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY,
AND INNOVATION
Basic skills are necessary but are not sufficient to propel a country to innovation-and technology-
led economic growth. To equip their students to succeed amidst the rapid economic change now
known as the “fourth industrial revolution”15—characterized by breakthroughs in information
technology, artificial intelligence, robotics, energy, and other technologies—developing countries
will need to shift the goals and incentives in their education systems or alternative training programs if the education systems are not up to scratch.
This is necessary for effectively adopting and adapting existing technologies to improve f actor
productivity but also for producing homegrown domestic innovation. In addition, for innovation to
increase economic competitiveness, new technologies must be incorporated across various
sectors of the economy.
•

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM): These skills w
 ill be increasingly
valuable in the f uture economy and are weaker in developing countries. Developing
countries should ensure access to basic STEM education in primary and secondary
schools, including through investment in quality education professionals. Programs to
fund postgraduate or PhD studies deliver long-term economic value, but so do technical
and vocational education programs that provide basic STEM skills for high-wage blue-
collar workers. In the United States, which serves as the most common example of an

12. Eric Johnson and Peter Joyce “Linking Learning to Employment: An Answer to the Global Search for Education
Quality and Relevance?” RTI International, September 2015, https://w ww.rti.org/sites/default/files/resources/13651569
_linking_learning_to_employment.pdf.
13. Stephen Machin and Sandra McNally, “Tertiary Education Systems and Labour Markets,” OECD, January 2007,
https://w ww.oecd.org/edu/innovation-education/38006954.pdf.
14. Ibid.
15. Kalus Schwab, “The Fourth Industrial Revolution: What It Means, How to Respond,” World Economic Forum,
January 14, 2016, https://w ww.weforum.org/agenda/2016/01/the-fourth-industrial-revolution-what-it-means-and
-how-to-respond/.
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innovation-and technology-driven economy, half of all STEM jobs are available to workers
without a four-year degree.16
•

Digital Literacy: As access to the Internet and mobile technology continues to spread, basic
digital literacy skills will open new economic opportunities for the poor and disadvantaged.
The World Bank’s 2016 “World Development Report” notes that digital technologies promote “inclusion, efficiency, and innovation.”17 The same report suggests exposing children
to basic information and communication technology (ICT) and coding concepts at an early
age. This could be achieved through the public education system or outside programs like
coding academies to prepare young people for the opportunities and challenges of the
digital workforce. Digital literacy reduces the digital divide, a crucial gap in development that
quickly closes as younger p
 eople are given access to digital technologies for education.

•

Research Universities: The quality of universities, particularly when it comes to the ability to
conduct research and development activities, is also important for countries looking to drive
domestic innovation and technology creation. Universities need the capacity to conduct
quality research, in terms of qualified and capable professors but also physical facilities.
According to the National Bureau of Economic Research, doubling the number of universities is correlated with a more than 4 p
 ercent gain in gross domestic product (GDP) per
capita. There is also a need for strong linkages and consistent interactions with industry to
provide feedback on the “knowledge, skills, and innovations needed to drive their respective
national economies.”18 Programs to send top students from developing countries to world-
class universities abroad can serve as a way to develop globally competitive talent in the
absence of quality domestic universities.

•

Innovative and Entrepreneurial Thinking: Education systems should encourage their students to think critically, pursue innovative ideas, and believe in their own ability. The necessity of education systems that foster innovation is especially important for middle-income
countries. Innovation is a fundamentally disruptive activity and often requires a fairly risk-
tolerant approach. This willingness to take risks and challenge established norms is
something that can be taught and inculcated. Educational programs should integrate design
thinking—an approach that encourages a process to “match people’s needs with what is
technologically feasible and what a v iable business strategy can convert into customer value
and market opportunity”—into their curricula.

Countries that want to spur change in their education systems need to start with a compelling
vision of the f uture and follow that with ambitious goals that w
 ill force innovative solutions. The
16. Jonathan Rothwell, “The Hidden STEM Economy,” Brookings Institution, June 10, 2013, https://w ww.brookings.edu
/research/the-hidden-stem-economy/.
17. “World Development Report 2016: Digital Dividend Overview,” World Bank, 2016, v, http://documents.worldbank.org
/curated/en/961621467994698644/pdf/102724-WDR-WDR2016Overview-ENGLISH-WebResBox-394840B-OUO-9.pdf.
18. John Ssebuwufu, Teralynn Ludwick, and Margaux Beland, “Strengthening University-Industry Linkages in Africa,”
Association of African Universities, 2012, http://w ww.heart-resources.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/strengthening
-university-industry-linkages-in-africa-report-2012.pdf?x30250.
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World Economic Forum offers Chile as an example of a country that was able to radically improve
its basic education through political focus, willingness to experiment, and strong investment in the
quality of its teachers.19 This education system was also linked to a series of key institutions,
namely, Fundacion Chile, which provided a feedback loop on the skills and capacities most
needed in the national economy.
Perhaps the best example of a country that successfully transformed its education system to
achieve technology-and innovation-led growth is the Republic of Korea. In 1945, less than one-
quarter of Koreans w
 ere literate and only one-fifth of c
 hildren attended secondary school. Following sustained government focus and investment, “enrolment rates reached 90 p
 ercent for primary
20
school in 1964, for middle school in 1979 and high school in 1993.”
In the 1990s, K
 orea turned its focus to tertiary education, and today 65 p
 ercent of Korean young
adults complete tertiary education, the highest rate among OECD countries. K
 orea paired this
increase in access to tertiary education with the top global test scores on math and science test orea to absorb the knowledge, technologies, and capacities that came with
ing.21 This allowed K
foreign direct investment, ultimately driving a high level of domestic capacity and innovation. With
this perspective, it is clear that Korea laid the foundation for its success in the knowledge economy
through investments and innovations in its education system.

CONCLUSION
The highest value investments in education w
 ill come through closing the remaining gaps on
access, basic literacy, and quality of instruction. Broad access to basic education is the basis for
economic empowerment and productivity, and it remains beyond reach for more than a quarter
of a billion c
 hildren. It can power the leap from low-income into middle-income status. The
Internet and mobile technology offer unique opportunities to reach these marginalized populations and provide education tools and access on a broad scale.
For countries that have closed the gap on basic access and skill and want to move from lower-
middle-income to upper-middle-income or to upper-income status, the challenge becomes
establishing an education system that produces workers with the skills and knowledge to participate in the modern economy. Producing the right kind of human capital requires an education
framework that supports a broader economic development plan and aligns with industry needs.
This is especially true when it comes to strategies for achieving innovation-and technology-led
economic growth. In that sense, in addition to a role in producing human capital, the education
19. Joseph Wales, Ahmed Ali, Susan Nicolai, Francisca Morales, and Daniel Contreras. “Improvements in the Quality of
Basic Education: Chile’s Experience,” Overseas Development Institute, July 2014, https://w ww.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk
/files/odi-assets/publications-opinion-files/9067.pdf.
20. Randall S. Jones, “Education Reform in Korea,” OECD, June 27, 2013, 5, http://w ww.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver
/download/5k43nxs1t9vh-en.pdf?expires=1483980736&id= id&accname= guest&checksum=7D77F43E410C8DEE74E74
838CA53DA08.
21. Ibid.
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system needs to also be linked to the overall ecosystem that produces innovation; it needs to seek
and receive signals from industry and commerce, to have the incentives to react to them, and to
know how to react to them. This is an extremely difficult task, and countries have trouble figuring
it out on their own.
The donor community, including bilateral development agencies, multilateral development banks,
philanthropies, and nongovernmental organizations, are well equipped to support these needs.
Donors can support capacity building for national planning on economic development and education strategies. The goal of this work should be to improve the quality of the education system
and include better foundational learning outcomes, greater educational attainment, and better
graduate preparation for an innovation-led economy.
 here is also a clear role for donors in providing expert advice on building linkages between industry
T
and education to facilitate the achievement of national industry and economic objectives. Vocational
training has a role to play in closing the skills gap, especially if pursued in partnership with companies
that w
 ill then provide jobs. Linking industry and academia, however, becomes a primary concern
at the tertiary level where universities are a key driver of national innovative capacity.
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02
Translational Research and
Development and
Commercialization
Research, development, and engineering (RD&E) is the engine that drives innovation and leads
to economic growth. To drive innovation and create economic growth, new knowledge and
new technology from RD&E must be converted into commercially valuable, need-driven outcomes, that is, new products, new processes, and new services. This conversion step requires its
own set of skills and processes (distinct from RD&E) and is often not given adequate attention as
a critical element in the “RD&E-to-economic impact” paradigm. Yet it is a common need at all
levels of enterprise: from entrepreneurial start-ups to small to medium enterprises to multinational corporations.
The conversion of RD&E outcomes is a challenge for even the most well-run technology-driven
enterprises; it requires integration of strategy, technical know-how, market analysis and planning,
user-centered design, and business model development. The skills for this conversion are often
developed through a fabric of on-the-job training, mentorship, and problem solving inside successful enterprises surrounded by networks of internal and external resources. The problem is
significantly magnified in countries where critical components that make up the fabric are underdeveloped or nonexistent.
Developing countries hoping to establish independent pipelines of research, development, and
engineering must first identify and strengthen the highest priority foundational skills and resources. This includes the skills and resources necessary to translate research into real-life, commercially v iable applications that lead to economic growth. Policymakers should target capacities
that w
 ill have the greatest impact on the efficiency of RD&E outcome conversion, recognizing that
the necessary skills and resources w
 ill be different across the diverse range of emerging and
developing economies.
The World Bank notes that, even in our increasingly globalized economy, even basic research does
not “flow easily or costlessly across borders so developing countries cannot simply rely on what is
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being generated in the advanced countries.”1 Translational research that turns the fruits of basic
science into meaningful outcomes is arguably even more difficult to transplant across borders.
This means developing countries cannot rely on spill-off benefits from R&D conducted abroad
and need to spur the growth of domestic R&D activities.
To support the creation of a domestic R&D sector with commercial conversion potential, governments, industry, and academia must work together to strengthen the fabric of the innovation
ecosystem. Through a coordinated approach, it is possible to sustainably develop the resources
and skills needed to establish strong domestic research, development, and engineering capacities
that can be translated into innovation and economic growth.

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS AND RESOURCES:
INFRASTRUCTURE, EXPERTISE, AND NETWORKS
To conduct research and development activities that lead to opportunities for commercialization
and economic growth requires several foundational skills and resources: physical infrastructure,
lab space, and instrumentation; a human capital base with both scientific and entrepreneurial
skills; and an institutional framework that links t hese productive assets with the appropriate networks of mentors, funders, and partners. Strengthening all of t hese capacities can be challenging,
but they are mutually reinforcing. By building a strong base of foundational skills and resources,
developing economies can position themselves to better participate in the innovation-and
technology-led economy.
In many cases, developing countries are unable to conduct domestic research and development
because they lack basic infrastructure, specialized laboratory facilities, or both. Regarding basic
infrastructure, it is extremely difficult to conduct R&D activities in a setting without consistent
access to basic utilities like power and w
 ater. Significant gaps remain on this front—more than
 ercent lack access to
15 percent of the global population lacks access to power,2 and nearly 10 p
3
clean water —and closing t hose gaps will require continued focus on diminishing the $1 trillion
annual global infrastructure investment deficit.4
Beyond basic infrastructure, R&D requires specialized laboratory facilities that are often absent in
developing countries. In an assessment of sub-Saharan Africa’s university systems, World Bank
researchers recommend that urgent measures be taken to increase access to laboratory facilities.5

1. Daniel Lederman and William F. Maloney, “R&D and Development,” World Bank, April 2003, 2, http://documents
.worldbank.org/curated/en/7 78751468739477640/pdf/multi0page.pdf.
2. “Access to Electricity,” World Bank, 2014, http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EG.ELC. ACCS. ZS.
3. “Improved Water Source,” World Bank, 2015, http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SH.H2O.SAFE. ZS.
4. “Introduction: The Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Imperative,” World Economic Forum, http://reports.weforum
.org/strategic-infrastructure-2014/introduction-the-operations-and-maintenance-om-imperative/the-global
-infrastructure-gap/.
5. “Accelerating Catch-Up,” World Bank, 2009, xx–xxx, http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTAFRICA/Resources/e-book
_ACU.pdf.
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This kind of gap is common in developing countries, and in response, donors have targeted their
programming to increase access to lab facilities. USAID6 and the World Bank,7 in particular, have
worked to support lab facilities in highly underdeveloped countries.
 uman capital becomes increasingly salient as countries move up the “technological ladder so as
H
to diversify into higher value, knowledge-and research-intensive activities.”8 Of course, research
and lab facilities will not be utilized or maintained unless the population is equipped with the
proper technical skills. Similarly, R&D activities will not lead to economic growth without the
business skills to translate research into profit-earning enterprise.
Generally, secondary and tertiary education systems are weak in developing countries; this is
especially true when it comes to the sciences. In a task force report focused on higher education
in developing countries, the World Bank identified an acute need to improve “science and technology research and instruction in institutions of higher education.”9 The report was released in 2000,
but the need for students trained in the sciences has not disappeared.
The importance of building domestic capacity for R&D activities also extends beyond participation
in the knowledge economy; capable local researchers can tackle location-specific challenges that
foreign researchers would not even consider.10 For example, the World Bank sponsored a program
to support farmer-led R&D to drive local innovation and problem solving.11 Even more important
than the ability to conduct research is the cultivation of the business and marketing skills necessary to translate R&D into economic gain. Without this key conversion step, research cannot
contribute to economic growth.
Converting or “deploying” research into financially v iable businesses can be a major challenge.
This is because the very skills, equipment, and facilities that create effective R&D may not be
useful for new businesses. To ensure the conversion of research into a business, t here must be
effective financial conduits, business models, entrepreneurs, and matchmaking mechanisms that
connect sellers to buyers of technology. These are complementary but distinct conditions.
In the vast majority of cases, the people conducting research do not have the knowledge or ability
to translate their research into a commercial opportunity. In recognition of the importance of
entrepreneurial skills, universities are increasingly offering specialized training and programs—the
Kauffman Foundation estimates that the number of entrepreneurship courses offered at colleges

6. “USAID FED/GoL Inaugurates Science Lab Facilit y at BWI,” GNN Liberia, September 16, 2015, http://gnnliberia.com
/2015/09/16/usaid-fedgol-inaugurates-science-lab-facility-at-bwi/.
7. “New School Facilities Enhance Quality of Education in Kandahar Province,” World Bank, August 2, 2016, http://www
.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2016/08/03/new-school-facilities-enhance-quality-of-education-in-kandahar-province.
8. “Accelerating Catch-Up,” xx.
9. “Higher Education in Developing Countries,” World Bank, 2000, 21, http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EDUCATION
/Resources/278200-1099079877269/547664-1099079956815/peril _promise_en.pdf.
10. Devesh Kapur and Megan Crowley, “Beyond the ABCs: Higher Education and Developing Countries,” Center for
Global Development, February 2008, 15, http://w ww.cgdev.org/files/15310_file_ HigherEd.pdf.
11. “Innovation Support Funds for Farmer-Led Research and Development,” World Bank, October 2005, https://
openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/10749/343450rev0iknt85.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y.
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and universities has risen from 250 in 1985 to more than 5,000 by 2008.12 That number w
 ill certainly continue to grow.
The presence of skilled cadres of researchers and entrepreneurs is an important start but not
sufficient to establish an effective research, development, and commercialization process. Researchers need active connections with companies and entrepreneurs that can commercialize
their discoveries and focus future research on market-relevant problems. This should include
formalized pathways established between universities and industry counterparts.
In some cases, large multinational corporations can internalize t hese processes and skills and
become their own centers for R&D, innovation, and commercialization. Locally based multinational corporations already have at least some of the infrastructure (people and facilities) to
drive internal innovative collaboration and in many cases have the resources to view R&D
investment as a long-term process. Advances and innovations achieved in t hese large companies can also deliver spin-off benefits for other local enterprises through demand for competitive supplier routes.
Governments can encourage, catalyze, and formalize relationships between industry and academia. Building these relationships to facilitate feedback loops will ensure that education provides
appropriate technical skills and university researchers target market-relevant challenges. Governments also have a clear role in defining a regulatory environment that encourages R&D commercialization. Strong intellectual property rights are critical. The OECD also points to the importance
of mechanisms—like the Bayh-Dole legislation in the United States13—that allow the “transfer,
exploitation, and commercialization of public research results,”14 as a critical element of science,
technology, and innovation policy.

ROLE FOR THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY
The international community has a clear role to play in supporting developing countries as
they seek to improve their capacity for research, development, and commercialization. Many
of the activities needed to support this activity—including support for infrastructure and
education—are mainstays of traditional development policy. Donors will also need to look
toward more specialized forms of support that target science, technology, and innovation
capacities.
•

Increase R&D Expenditure: Developing countries invest far less in R&D than their developed
counterparts. Studies suggest that whereas R&D investment in most developed countries is
between 1.5 and 3 p
 ercent of GDP, developing countries typically invest less than 1 p
 ercent

12. Kauffman Panel on Entrepreneurship Curriculum in Higher Education, “Entrepreneurship in American Higher
Education,” Kauffman Foundation, July 15, 2008, 16, http://w ww.kauffman.org/what-we-do/research/2013/08
/entrepreneurship-in-american-higher-education.
13. “Bayh-Dole Regulations,” National Institutes of Health, July 1, 2013, https://grants.nih.gov/grants/bayh-dole.htm.
14. “Commercialisation of Public Research,” OECD, February 2012, https://w ww.oecd.org/sti/outlook/e-outlook
/stipolicyprofiles/interactionsforinnovation/commercialisationofpublicresearch.htm.
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of GDP in R&D activities.15 R&D activities in OECD countries offer higher returns as the
distance from the technological frontier increases; although this may not hold true for
middle-or low-income countries, countries with low capacity stand to enjoy large gains
from even modest increases in R&D activities.16
•

Extend Access to Laboratory Facilities and Infrastructure: In addition to ongoing work around
basic infrastructure development, aid agencies should specifically target the creation of specialized laboratory and science facilities. USAID already supports ongoing projects that aim to
develop quality laboratory services in the developing world.17 The World Bank has funded
programs to put modern lab facilities in schools to promote more effective education.18 These
efforts should be assessed and replicated. Although many of t hese laboratory facilities are
located at universities, private actors can also drive progress. IBM Research recently opened a
facility in Nairobi, K
 enya, as its first industrial research facility on the African continent.19

•

Promote Quality Secondary and Tertiary Education: Improving the quality of and access to
education has been a core directive of the development community for decades—specifically,
improving the quality of secondary and tertiary education, with a dual focus on STEM and
entrepreneurial skills. This dual focus would yield higher-quality research as well as higher
commercial conversion rates. Policymakers should also support programs that aim to help
developing countries retain their human capital and prevent “brain drain”—for example,
one in nine Africans with a tertiary degree live in OECD countries according to a 2013 world
migration report.20

•

Stimulate Technology Transfer: Developing countries are latecomers, and most of what they
need in the technology and innovation sector is already available somewhere. Rather than
creating new technologies, there is an opportunity to identify, reconfigure, and deploy
existing technologies for local use. D
 oing so requires both technical modifications and
social considerations to ensure adoption. The international community can play a role in
identifying existing relevant technologies that can be transferred and applied to challenges
in developing countries. In addition, donors can support learning and capacity building to
assist adaptation, adoption, and deployment of new technologies for commercial purposes.
This is a significant opportunity for rapid gains in productivity and efficiency and is relatively
low-hanging fruit.

15. Jacques Gaillard, “Measuring Research and Development in Developing Countries: Main Characteristics and
Implications for the Frascati Manual,” Science, Technology, and Society 15, no. 1 (2010): 96, http://horizon
.documentation.ird.fr/exl-doc/pleins _textes/divers11-04/010051097.pdf.
16. Edwin Goni and William F. Maloney, “Why Don’t Poor Countries Do R&D?,” World Bank, March 2014, 1, http://
documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/855681468326185477/pdf/WPS6811.pdf.
17. “Laboratory Logistics Handbook,” USAID, June 2009, http://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/Pnadp082.pdf.
18. “New School Facilities Enhance Quality of Education in Kandahar Province,” World Bank, August 2, 2016, http://www
.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2016/08/03/new-school-facilities-enhance-quality-of-education-in-kandahar-province.
19. “IBM Research,” IBM, http://research.ibm.com/labs/africa/index.shtml.
20. “World Migration in Figures,” OECD, October 3–4, 2013, 1, https://w ww.oecd.org/els/mig/World-Migration-in
-Figures.pdf.
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•

Facilitate Industry-Academia Linkages: The international community should support programs that foster deep connectivity and linkages between industry and academia. This
could include placing top industry leaders as professors or offering mentorship programs,
formalized internships, industry-sponsored research or student projects, or a wide variety of
other activities that serve to connect companies with universities. Deep linkages w
 ill encourage technical education that also imparts market-relevant skills and research that
targets contextually specific challenges and opportunities. USAID’s Science, Technology,
Research, and Innovation for Development Project is a g
 reat example of this kind of work.21

•

An Effective Regulatory Regime: The international community can play a role in providing
advisory services for regulatory frameworks that ease the formation of a business, prevent
undue tax burdens, and improve access to capital. It is also important to establish specialized policies for supporting innovation and entrepreneurship, including programs that
facilitate access to finance, mentorship, or other professional resources.

CONCLUSION
Although t here is no one model, there are common assets and attributes to which countries seeking to improve their RD&E outcome conversion can refer. In some countries, basic infrastructure is
still a significant issue, but even in middle-and upper-middle-income countries, infrastructure
remains a deficit. This is particularly true when it comes to specialized lab infrastructure. However,
to ensure RD&E is translated into innovations that can be scaled, investments in infrastructure
should be made with the consideration that they must be a component part of a larger innovation
ecosystem. Given that RD&E are not always deployable, they must be supplemented with h
 uman
capital and tertiary education institutions that produce specialized talent.
Highly developed human capital and strong pipelines of research, development, and engineering are
a few of the necessary ingredients for achieving innovation-and technology-led growth. Neither
factor, however, serves as the indispensable junction in the knowledge-to-economic-growth continuum. Without processes and capacities to link specialized knowledge to market needs, neither
improved h
 uman capital nor high levels of R&D spending w
 ill translate into economic growth. Commercial opportunities are generated when knowledge is translated into new products, processes, or
services that are undergirded by a sustainable business model and effective management structures.
Generally, t here are not enough global fora for establishing international dialogue on approaches
to translating RD&E work into commercial opportunity and economic growth. Although specific
models cannot be copied wholesale, t here are clearly opportunities for multistakeholder discussion that bring together different regional and functional perspectives and experience in
innovation-led economic growth. Developing countries can draw upon lessons learned in
established economies, but likewise, solution and approaches that are effective in the world’s
“disadvantaged” economies may yield insights that can be useful in the OECD context.
21. “Science, Technology, Research and Innovation for Development (STRIDE) Program,” USAID, April 25, 2017,
http://w ww.stride.org.ph/home.
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03
Enabling More Innovation through
the Policy Environment
Technology-and innovation-led economic growth is supported by a broader ecosystem of
conditions. Effective regulation, a modern intellectual property regime, a technology-based
infrastructure, education and training programs that equip a workforce with appropriate skills,
and a culture that values and celebrates the risk taking inherent in innovation are all important
elements in an effective innovation ecosystem.
Constructing a policy environment conducive to innovation requires effective cooperation from a
diverse group of stakeholders—government, private industry, and academia, all of which play a role.
Developing countries that aspire to participate in the innovation economy need to enunciate a vision
that brings together t hese disparate actors in support of economic transformation and growth.
What role can the government have in the innovation economy? At what level—local, state, or
federal—will it have the most impact? Government can both help create a base of h
 uman capital
capable of participating in the innovation economy and later support t hese innovators once they
enter the market. A country must look at its domestic laws and regulations to ensure they support
innovation while simultaneously understanding and assessing its position in the broader global
economy.
A country’s needs still dictate its f uture innovations, and the proverbial “necessity is the m
 other of
all inventions” must continue to influence how a country translates its research into innovation.
Thus, although innovations typically follow from inventions, innovation in the developing world
must alternate between production and innovation, allowing critical needs to be met while also
investing in emerging technology and other cutting-edge innovations.
Given the enormous disparity of needs and capabilities around the world, it is difficult to give
uniform, one-size-fits-all policy prescriptions. Some developing countries have the h
 uman capital,
education systems, and global firms in place to begin competing at the high end of the global
innovation and high-technology economy. Other countries have a contribution to make in one or
two sectors, often the agribusiness or biotechnology sectors as derivatives of agricultural activities.
Still others have not begun to move up the curve.
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Countries should play to their strengths when it comes to their innovation strategy and target
sectors where they can build off their existing endowments or specialties. Although t here are
universal components for creating an innovation policy environment, it is a recipe that needs to be
adapted to fit country-specific contexts.

INNOVATIONS BASED ON COUNTRY
COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE
Differences in population, development indicators, capacity, and national wealth affect the innovation decisions of countries around the world. Developing countries should seek to leverage their
comparative advantages and identify industries and opportunities for innovation-and technology-
led growth. K
 enya, for example, might not be a suitable location for semiconductor innovation,
but it is a noted innovation center for mobile payment systems b
 ecause it was the first mover with
the creation of M-Pesa. Kenya leads the world in mobile money, and M-Pesa—Kenya’s mobile-
money system that enables p
 eople to transfer cash using their phones—is the most successful
platform of its kind in the world, according to the Economist.1
Although not e
 very country is suited to Silicon Valley–style innovation, it is possible to identify
distinct areas of potential strength in almost e
 very market. Once these opportunities are identified,
catalytic seed funding can promote high-tech innovation and growth, especially among small and
medium enterprises. The U.S. Small Business Innovation Research Program has done this successfully within the United States, and similar national seed funds can be used in the fields of sciences,
engineering, and medicine.2
For many low-income countries, leveraging agriculture and animal husbandry for agricultural
sciences and biotechnology is a clear opportunity. By enabling technology transfer, university
research and training, and reliable infrastructure, governments can quickly improve productivity and
increase the potential for innovation in the agricultural sector. Former president of Ghana John Kofi
Agyekum Kufuor noted that when he came into office in 2001, the government “made a deliberate
decision to put agricultural transformation at the heart of our ambitions to transform and tackle
poverty.”3 In 2011, Ghana transitioned to middle-income country status,4 an achievement President
Kufuor credits to “an abiding commitment to mobilize science, technology and innovation.”5
In some instances, a context-specific “crisis” can serve as the impetus for innovation. In the case
of India, many mobile payment firms took advantage of the “demonetization” decision of Prime
1. “Why Does K
 enya Lead the World in Mobile Money?,” Economist, May 27, 2013, http://w ww.economist.com/blogs
/economist-explains/2013/05/economist-explains-18.
2. “SBIR/STTR Economic Impact Report,” NASA Small Business Innovation Research, 2012, https://w ww.sbir.gov/node
/832335.
3. John Kofi Agyekum Kufuor, “Science, Technology and Innovation in Agriculture Is Pivotal for Africa’s Overdue
Transformation,” World Bank, September 24, 2014.
4. “Ghana Looks to Retool Its Economy as It Reaches Middle-Income Status,” World Bank, July 18, 2011.
5. Kufuor, “Science, Technology and Innovation in Agriculture Is Pivotal.”
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Minister Narendra Modi to promote digital currencies, which moves India toward a cashless society.6 Following the currency decision in November 2016, the mobile payment platform Paytm has
seen a huge increase in transaction flow and users: the number of daily transactions is approaching 6 million, and almost half a million users add the service each day.7 Similarly, the ubiquity of
the mobile payment system M-Pesa in K
 enya can be traced to a deep distrust of banks combined
with lack of access to the formal financial sector.8
Although promoting specific industrial clusters is a mainstay of innovation policy, it is also
important for governments to recognize that innovation is a fundamentally organic process.
Government can help control the inputs but cannot dictate what w
 ill grow once the environment is established. Although policymakers can plan and promote certain types of activity, they
should also be prepared to adapt based on market realities. In Kansas City, for example, policymakers hoped to promote an innovative biotech industry. Instead, what developed was the
Kansas City Animal Health Corridor, which accounted for 56 percent of total worldwide animal
health, diagnostics, and pet food sales in 2015.9 Retrospectively, given Kansas City’s historical
legacy in agriculture and animal husbandry, the area was clearly uniquely suited to innovate in
the animal health sector.
Countries that ignore their context-specific circumstances, endowments, and capacities w
 ill find it
challenging to establish and optimize domestic innovation ecosystems, even with significant
financial backing. Saudi Arabia, for example, has placed innovation at the center of its long-term
economic vision. Despite having the capital to invest in innovation, Saudi Arabia has thus far failed
to create an environment for vibrant domestic innovation.
In an article for M
 iddle East Policy, the former secretary general of the Steering Committee for
Saudi Innovation Ecosystem pointed out that Saudi Arabia has a lack of qualified p
 eople in
science, technology, and engineering, low student enrollment, a problem with brain drain, and
low public funding of education. In addition, he noted that, “despite the oil boom and financial
fluidity, Saudi Arabia offers limited specialized loan and risk capital to innovation-oriented
companies,” and that Saudi investors tend to be risk-averse with young ICT companies.10 An
innovation economy cannot be purchased “off the shelf”; it requires long-term investment and
commitment to shift education, regulation, and investment to support sectors with unique
potential.

6. Rishi Iyengar, “Mobile Payments Firms Are Cashing in on India’s Rupee Crisis,” CNN, December 1, 2016, http://money
.cnn.com/2016/12/01/technology/india-cash-ban-digital-payments.
7. Geeta Anand and Hari Kumar, “India Hobbles through a Cash Crisis, and Electronic Payments Boom,” New York
Times, December 13, 2016, https://w ww.nytimes.com/2016/1 2/1 3/world/asia/india-c ash-e lectronic-payments
.html?_ r= 0.
8. Nick Hughes and Susie Lonie, “M-PESA: Mobile Money for the ‘Unbanked,’” Innovations (Winter/Spring 2017),
http://w ww.mitpressjournals.org/doi/pdf/10.1162/itgg.2007.2.1-2.63.
9. “Agbioscience Sector Review: Animal Health and Nutrition,” Battelle Technology Partnership Practice, April 2015,
http://w ww.agrinovusindiana.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Animal-Health-and-Nutrition-Final.pdf.
10. Mohammad S. Khorsheed, “Saudi Arabia: From Oil Kingdom to Knowledge-Based Economy,” Middle East Policy 22,
no. 3 (Fall 2015): 150, http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/mepo.12149/abstract.
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EXPANDING THE BENEFIT OF INNOVATION GROWTH
TO THE POOREST POPULATIONS
Improving technology and economic efficiency over the last c
 entury have undoubtedly raised
standards of living, strengthened public health outcomes, and resulted in the most concentrated
period of progress in h
 uman history. That said, for innovation-led economic growth to be fully
realized as a broad-based force for economic empowerment, policymakers need to be clear eyed
on its potential to widen inequality gaps and concentrate wealth. It is generally accepted by economists that technological development has led to greater demand for highly skilled workers and
that the benefits of technological innovation have been concentrated in this group.11
Countries such as India are divided among groups that have benefited from globalization and
those that live on less than a dollar a day. The beneficiaries include software graduates of some of
the world’s finest technical universities that often leave the country, while the bottom 60 p
 ercent
of the Indian population have still not experienced income or development gains from the technology boom.
In any given country in the developing world, there are groups that continue to face steep barriers to improving their education levels, which, in turn, limits their household income. T
 hese
groups include w
 omen, ethnic minorities, and populations residing in rural or remote parts of a
country. Even groups that have educational opportunities are often not being educated in fields
of study that are suited for a globalized economy. Closing the gap in education is the most direct
route for empowering low-income workers, including through the provision of “blue-collar”
technology skills.

INNOVATION GARDENING: MACRO, MICRO,
AND LOCAL POLICIES MATTER
Innovation policy environments must be fostered at the city, state, and national levels. Sound
innovation strategy begins with what the OECD calls core “framework conditions”—effective
macroeconomic policy, market competition, openness to international trade and investment,
and functioning tax and financial systems.12 It is crucial that countries enforce laws and create
incentives—including in firm formation and dissolution, land rights, and intellectual property—
that empower innovators to succeed not just in their home country but in the international
market.
The World Bank describes the role of government in promoting innovation as that of a gardener,
supporting innovators by “providing appropriate financial and other measures (“watering the plant”);
by removing regulatory, institutional, or competitive obstacles to innovation (“removing the weeds

11. Daron Acemoglu, “Technology and Inequality,” NBER Reporter (Winter 2003), http://w ww.nber.org/reporter
/winter03/technologyandinequality.html.
12. “Ministerial Report on the OECD Innovation Strategy,” OECD, May 2010, 14, http://w ww.oecd.org/sti/45326349.pdf.
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and pests”); and by strengthening the knowledge base through investment in education and
research (“fertilizing the soil”).13
•

 uman Capital: This is the first necessary ingredient for any innovation-and technology-
H
driven economy—without “fertile soil” t here can be no growth. Most developing countries
should start by improving access and quality in basic education to strengthen elementary
literacy and numeracy. Building on this, there is an opportunity to develop specialized education programs that deliver STEM skills, digital literacy, and entrepreneurial thinking to a young
cadre of innovators. These technical skills can be taught at community and vocational colleges, via programs that prepare students for f uture schooling as well as f uture employment.14
At the high end, governments are responsible for encouraging and enabling private universities or developing public domestic universities that are not only capable of training world
class students but also able to conduct commercial research and product development
activities in partnership with the private sector. Universities can serve as key drivers of economic growth by providing the skills and knowledge needed in industry while also supporting the specific process of research and commercialization, both of which drive innovative
domestic activity. For many developing countries, building connections to members of their
diaspora communities is an effective way to infuse new knowledge and capital into the
market. Innovation ecosystems and educational infrastructure can take time to develop, and
diaspora groups can hasten the process. Diaspora members can also facilitate connections
to global markets and are uniquely positioned to navigate the cultural and institutional
barriers present in this process.

•

Hard Infrastructure: Functioning infrastructure remains a major barrier in many developing
countries. Transportation infrastructure improves the flow of goods, p
 eople, and ideas
within a country. Consistent access to utilities like w
 ater, power, and broadband Internet also
lowers the barriers to innovative entrepreneurial activity. In particular, ICT investments can
serve as “general-purpose platforms for innovation and knowledge sharing.”15
By ensuring broadband network availability, government will support the private sector to
create “other platforms . . . and enable the development of digital content, including local
content.”16 Federal frameworks should encourage ICT investments in private and public
infrastructure, such as transport, health, and energy, to effectively modernize social services.
Although the private sector has taken a larger role in ICT infrastructure development in
advanced industrial economies, in developing countries government still has a role to play in
ensuring access to quality and effective infrastructure as a foundational building block of the
innovation ecosystem.

13. “Innovation Policy: A Guide for Developing Countries,” World Bank, 2010, xv, https://openknowledge.worldbank
.org/bitstream/handle/10986/2460/548930PUB0EPI11C10Dislosed061312010.pdf ?sequence=1 .
14. “Youth Unemployment and Vocational Training,” World Bank, 2013, i, http://siteresources.worldbank.org
/EXTNWDR2013/Resources/8258024-1320950747192/8260293-1320956712276/8261091-1348683883703/WDR2013
_bp_Youth_Unemployment.pdf.
15. “Ministerial Report on the OECD Innovation Strategy,” OECD, May 2010, 17, http://w ww.oecd.org/sti/45326349.pdf.
16. Ibid.
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•

Openness to Trade and Foreign Investment: Trade and investment are ways to accelerate
knowledge and technology absorption. The OECD notes that by reducing trade barriers
with a rules-based international framework, developing countries “increase the size of
markets available to innovators and consumers and facilitate the spread of knowledge,
technologies, and new business practices.”17 Countries that liberalize their economy are
often rewarded with a growth in exports. Exports are an impetus for transitioning to an
innovation economy because they give local innovators a large market of consumers.
Given that local industries are hesitant to make any economic changes that would disrupt
a planned economy, exports are a way for companies in developing countries to freely
innovate in new sectors.

•

 abor Fluidity within Markets: This characteristic is often noted in the creation myths around
L
Silicon Valley. As a result of the Gold Rush in 1872, California decided not to enforce “noncompete” laws, which prevent employees from leaving an employer and founding or joining
a competing firm. Generally, t hese types of regulations are seen to suppress workers’ wages
by inhibiting job mobility.18 Since then, California has favored open competition and employee mobility, conditions that helped support the creation of Silicon Valley nearly a
century later.19 This decision has influenced the long-term economic trajectory of the state
by increasing the fluidity of human capital as talent could leave one company easily and join
another start-up or start a competitor company. Silicon Valley was the beneficiary of this
fluke of history.
Lowering barriers to trade and the exchange of labor and capital w
 ill not increase prosperity
within the developing world unless the domestic business climate is conducive to growth.
The World Bank’s Doing Business surveys are useful tools for identifying hurdles within the
regulatory framework, including in terms of business formation and dissolution, property
registration, access to credit, and contract enforcement.20 Although improvement in all of
these areas is a long-term challenge, policymakers can utilize “a sequence of finely tuned,
small, specific reforms and successful outcomes”21 to achieve broader transformation.

•

Incubators/Accelerators and Sources of Funding: Incubators and accelerators also play an
important role in bringing together innovation actors by providing a venue and space to
engage, collaborate, and strengthen ideas. This type of platform can be hard to find in
developing countries and is especially important for sectoral innovation. The top incubators
have a diverse array of supporters, including for-profit companies and universities. One
common area where incubators are housed is at universities, where developing countries
can better capitalize on university-academia linkages.

17. Ibid., 14.
18. Melinda Pilling, “Job Hopping—A California Right,” Rukin Hyland, June 4, 2014, http://w ww.rhdtlaw.com/job
-hopping-california-right/.
19. Ibid.
20. “Economy Rankings,” World Bank, June 2016, http://w ww.doingbusiness.org/rankings.
21. “Innovation Policy: A Guide for Developing Countries,” World Bank, 2010, 3, https://openknowledge.worldbank.org
/bitstream/handle/10986/2460/548930PUB0EPI11C10Dislosed061312010.pdf ?sequence=1 .
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Overall, incubators and accelerators both help companies in their early launch and ensure
they contribute value to the innovation ecosystem.22 Thus, they are responsible for maintaining both the present and future needs of innovation in the developing world. Latin
America has benefited from accelerators, which have created a healthy environment of
competition in the region. For example, the success of Start Up Chile, a seed accelerator, led
to the launch of Start Up Peru.23 The Pacific Alliance, a Latin American trading bloc, has a
chapter in the pact dedicated to innovation.24 In addition, countries in Latin America are
assisted by the Inter-American Development Bank, which contributes loans and technical
assistance for innovation projects in the region.

CONCLUSION
The OECD suggests that one can view regulatory reform for innovation through three lenses:
economic regulation to improve market efficiency, social regulation to protect the environment
and health of society, and administrative regulation to govern bureaucratic function and norms
within both public and private sectors.25 Although each economy and society needs to determine
its own specific approach to regulation in accordance with its goals and values, there are general
outcomes to which regulators seeking to drive innovation should aspire. Policymakers should look
to understand how regulation affects technological change, introduces competition, streamlines
the regulatory process by removing duplicative requirements, and harmonizes with international
regulation to encourage cross-border flow of ideas and economic activity.26
Transitioning countries t oward higher levels of development requires investments in innovation
and technology. H
 uman capital, infrastructure, trade, and labor fluidity all play a role in improving
innovation. T
 hese various avenues of opportunity require policymaking at the micro and macro
level, with local and national authorities complementing one other. The government can be
effective in reducing regulations and providing policy prescriptions for local and national governments to work together on this goal.
In addition, investments in higher education that prepare graduates for technologies of the f uture
as well as sector-specific industries that offer job guarantees are crucial. The primary goal of
innovation must be to ensure that f uture generations of developing country workers are able to
contribute substantially to economic growth and prosperity. Innovation, although concentrated in
certain sectors, cannot be dominated by a few businesses, and its impact must extend to the
poorest residents of a country.
22. Elena Andonova, “The Evolution of Startup Incubators—An Insider’s View,” Guardian, April 4, 2015, https://w ww
.theguardian.com/small-business-network/2015/apr/04/evolution-startup-incubators-entrepreneurs-community
-business.
23. Gary Urteaga, “How Start-Up Chile Helped Jumpstart the Startup Peru Program,” Startup Chile, November 2, 2015,
http://w ww.startupchile.org/how-start-up-chile-helped-jumpstart-the-startup-peru-program/.
24. “Innovation,” Pacific Alliance, http://alianzapacifico.net/en/temas-de-trabajo/#!grupo= innovacion.
25. “Regulatory Reform and Innovation,” OECD, 1996, 7, https://w ww.oecd.org/sti/inno/2102514.pdf.
26. Ibid.
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Developing countries will begin their transitions at different starting points and w
 ill focus on
different industries to achieve this transition. For topical areas of interests within a country, catalytic seed funding is one way to spur development while protecting the risk of development innovators. Particularly with technology in a globalized world, there are ample opportunities to see
quick progress. However, the rapid change of a globalized world means that innovation is not an
end but rather an ongoing component of economic and business development.
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04
Kenya Case Study

Innovation and technology have become priorities for K
 enya in its quest to achieve middle-income
status, a process it calls K
 enya Vision 2030. In many regards, Kenya shows great development promise, including in the digital economy, noncapital intensive agriculture, and social enterprise. Kenya is
also in a period of political and social mobility a
 fter a history of electoral instability and violence.
Following widespread violence in the wake of the 2008 presidential election, the country rewrote its
 nder the new constitution in
constitution;1 the country is scheduled to hold its second election u
August 2017 and has projected economic growth rates of around 6 p
 ercent for the coming years.2
Kenya has also served as the global birthplace for digital payments for over a decade,3 driving mobile
phone penetration and opening unique opportunities for leapfrog development.
Despite this promise, Kenya will also face significant challenges in the coming years. Rapid population growth and urbanization are stretching Kenya’s infrastructure and resources, and its overall
government capacity remains relatively low. Educational achievement remains an area of weakness despite reforms and improvements over the last decade, with significant gaps at both the
primary and secondary levels.4 Kenya has sought partnerships and strategies to assist with education reform, particularly in the fields of science and technology, and is now beginning to reap the
rewards of this investment through higher rates of university enrollment.
Although Nairobi has been the epicenter of major innovations in the East Africa Community, t here
is still a limited support structure in place to assist burgeoning innovators. Systemic changes to
research funding would yield greater economic, health, education, and agriculture outcomes,
1. Katie Nguyen and Andrew Cawthorne, “Kenya Rivals to Rewrite Constitution: Govt,” Reuters, February 14, 2008,
http://w ww.reuters.com/article/us-kenya-crisis-idUSL1477480820080214?feedType= RSS&amp;feedName=worldNews.
2. “The World Bank in Kenya: Overview,” World Bank, http://w ww.worldbank.org/en/country/kenya/overview.
3. K. Song, “M-Pesa: Transforming Kenya with Mobile Money,” Harvard Business School, November 17, 2016, https://
rctom.hbs.org/submission/m-pesa-transforming-kenya-with-mobile-money/.
4. Nick Clark, “Education in K
 enya,” World Education News & Reviews (WENR), June 2, 2015, http://wenr.wes.org/2015
/06/education-kenya.
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benefiting innovators, policymakers, and citizens. All of these w
 ill be critical areas for Kenya in the
coming decades. Although university enrollment has grown in recent years, this has not necessarily translated into higher-quality skills or research coming out of K
 enyan universities. Generally, the
quality of university research remains low, and there is limited connectivity between universities
and industry—a feedback loop that is typically seen as critical for promoting market-appropriate
skill acquisition and relevant research.
Despite the significant challenges across a broad array of issues—including government capacity,
institutional development, infrastructure, and human capital—Kenya has developed a vibrant
entrepreneurial sector with a keen interest in innovation and technology. The innovation ecosystem is still somewhat fractured—although many individual pieces are present, there is a lack of
connectivity between the constituent components—but there is a g
 reat deal of optimism and
activity. Empowering this cadre of disrupters to succeed through an enabling policy environment,
training and education, and access to funding will be the key for Kenya as it looks to operationalize
its economic transformation. Innovation and technology have the potential to open leapfrog
opportunities to address social issues and drive economic growth.

EDUCATION AND HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT
 enya faces one of the largest youth bulges in the world, and the country’s ability to deliver skills
K
and knowledge to this group will have a huge impact on its national f uture. T
 oday, t hose u
 nder the
5
age of 35 years represent approximately 80 percent of K
 enya’s population. To secure Kenya’s
economic future, youths must be enticed to participate in skills building and employment and then
continually be trained as they participate. Donors—including the African Development Bank, which
committed to significant spending on skills development in Kenya during its current five-year
strategy6—have targeted the education space with their funding.
This need has been clearly recognized by the K
 enyan government, and delivering on education
reform is one of the nation’s top political priorities. In 2003, the government initiated a program
that extended free primary education to all citizens and followed that with a similar program
targeting secondary education in 2008.7 The benefits of t hese programs are beginning to be felt
within the university system, which has seen massive growth in enrollment in recent years as the
first cadres of students offered free primary and secondary education reach college age—
university enrollment grew by 28 percent between 2013 and 2014 alone.8
Unfortunately, K
 enya still has enormous issues regarding quality of and access to education. With
one of the highest rates of nonattendance in the world, K
 enya has high illiteracy rates even among

5. Alex O. Awiti and Bruce Scott, “The K
 enya Youth Survey Report,” Aga Khan University, January 18, 2016, https://w ww
.aku.edu/eai/Documents/kenya-youth-survey-report-executive-summary-2016.pdf.
6. “Country Strategy Paper 2014,” African Development Bank Group, 2014, https://w ww.afdb.org/fileadmin/uploads
/afdb/Documents/Project-and-Operations/2014-2018_-_Kenya_Country_ Strategy_Paper.pdf.
7. Clark, “Education in Kenya.”
8. Ibid.
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t hose who have at least six years of primary schooling.9 To address this, one well-publicized
government program, launched by the K
 enyan Ministry of Information, Communications, and
Technology, has promised one laptop per elementary-school child in Kenya—1.3 million laptops at
a cost of over $600 million10—as part of a push t oward e-teaching and e-learning. The initiative is
known as the Digital Literacy Programme, and the delivery of the laptops to over 20,000 public
schools is set to be complete by the end of 2017.
Digital learning has been utilized as a means of bringing education to rural areas as well as slum
dwellers from Kibera, the country’s largest informal settlement.11 Part of the push around digital
learning has come as Nairobi tech companies such as BRCK have developed Wi-Fi hot spots and
small servers to rural areas, much needed given that only one-third of Kenyans have Internet
access.12 Another impetus for promoting digital learning is that historically a huge percentage of all
publication in Africa, approximately 60 to 70 p
 ercent, goes t oward textbooks; digitizing this part of
the learning process offers cost and process efficiencies.13 In Kibera, young students use software
called eLimu, where educational videos and courses are available on mobile phones and tablets.
Given that 80 p
 ercent of K
 enyan parents w
 ere paying for tuition courses for their c
 hildren, t here is
still possible cost cutting that can result if ed-tech programs are widely adopted; for example,
eLimu used micropayments per download for its courses.14
The one laptop per child program has been criticized as wasteful and not directly addressing the
core issues of attendance and quality. However, existing education programs are similarly criticized
for wastefulness. K
 enya spends twice as much money on education relative to other developing
15
countries. Failing to deliver on digital education programming threatens the legitimacy of the
current government, demonstrating the core importance Kenyans place on continuing to improve
their education system. This process also suggests that strategic planning around priority setting is
not strong; this could be traced to a capacity issue or lack of evidence based policymaking.
Technical and vocational education also has the potential to deliver large impacts in K
 enya. In
2013, the current K
 enyan administration launched the Technical and Vocational Education and
Training (TVET) Act of 2013, and the Treasury Department has responded to this push by allocating
KSh6 billion in funds to support the 60 technical and vocational schools as well as the 70 that are

9. Ibid.
10. Mark Graham, “Kenya’s Laptops for Schools Dream Fails to Address Reality,” Guardian, June 27, 2013, https://w ww
.theguardian.com/global-development/poverty-matters/2013/jun/27/kenya-laptops-schools.
11. Laura Secorun, “Kenya’s Tech Startups Trial Digital Classrooms in Drive for Literacy,” Guardian, January 23, 2017,
https://w ww.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2017/jan/23/tech-startups-kenya-bridge-education-gap.
12. Ibid.
13. Lars P. Christensen et al., “Strengthening Publishing in Africa,” Swedish International Development Cooperation
Agency, December 1998, http://w ww.sida.se/contentassets/645876c404f448df908a67eadc211408/992-strengthening
-publishing-in-africa.-an-evaluation-of-apnet_ 2379.pdf.
14. “Tablet Teachers,” Economist, December 8, 2012, http://w ww.economist.com/news/business/21567972-schools
-africa-are-going-digitalwith-encouraging-results-tablet-teachers.
15. “Kenya National Education Profile,” FHI 360, 2014, http://w ww.epdc.org/sites/default/files/documents/EPDC%20
NEP_Kenya.pdf.
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to be constructed in the future.16 Chief executive of the Kenya Association of Manufacturers Phyllis
Wakiaga pointed out that continued investment in TVET centers in K
 enya will help boost K
 enyan
17
manufacturing.
The Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa (AGRA) has worked with national research institutions,
industries, farmers, and universities to provide trainings on new agricultural techniques. Many of
these trainings are through pilot projects that encourage mechanization to cut costs and reduce
harvest losses.18 These have been attractive for the growing population of youth farmers—a trend
in Kenya that runs c
 ounter to the global trend toward aging farmers—who are very interested in
applying new technologies, including mechanization, to farming. In addition, AGRA has connected
supply companies with agro-dealers, improving the creditworthiness of “middle men” or “middle
women” that, instead of being able to farm, either supply seed or fertilizer inputs or buy harvests.19
Encouraging some of t hese young p
 eople to stay in agriculture rather than seeking urban jobs w
 ill
be important but will require large-scale investments in electricity, w
 ater resources, and agricultural technology in rural areas.
At the same time, for t hose seeking blue-collar jobs that are more technologically oriented, there
may be opportunities to build skills to participate in the new digital economy. Training around
modern technical skills like coding, for example, may be one way to provide employment in a
digital, globalized f uture. Although coding has historically been regarded as a high-end skill, it is
increasingly viewed as a potential avenue for blue-collar employment20—a twenty-first-century
equivalent to a mechanic, plumber, or electrician. In 2014, Moringa School became the third
school to launch code classes in K
 enya.21 Subsequently, the school received the attention of the
World Bank ICT Innovation Team, which is examining the impact of the new programming and
coding boot camp.22
At the higher-education level, Kenyan universities still do not meet the highest international standards when it comes to quality of instruction and skill development. There has been widespread
suspicion that universities increased their enrollment to earn higher tuition fees by accepting more
applicants who failed to meet education standards. Experts have noted that the decline of Kenyan

16. Machel Waikenda, “Is Government D
 oing Enough to Help the Youth?,” Standard Digital, April 8, 2017, https://w ww
.standardmedia.co.ke/article/2001235486/is-government-doing-enough-to-help-the-youth.
17. Phyllis Wakiaga, “Why Companies and Imports Exit Kenyan Market,” Daily Nation, March 18, 2017, http://w ww
.nation.co.ke/news/Why-companies-and-imports-exit-Kenyan-market/1056-3854910-e4wvcsz/.
18. Protus Onyango, “Potato Farmers Sign Deal for Affordable Loans,” Standard Digital, March 17, 2017, https://w ww
.standardmedia.co.ke/business/article/2001233057/potato-farmers-sign-deal-for-affordale-loans.
19. Kelli Rogers, “Why African Agriculture Still Depends on the ‘Middle Man’—or Woman,” Devex, September 28, 2016,
https://w ww.devex.com/news/why-african-agriculture-still-depends-on-the-middle-man-or-woman-88799.
20. Clive Thompson, “The Next Big Blue-Collar Job Is Coding,” Wired, February 8, 2017, https://w ww.wired.com/2017
/02/programming-is-the-new-blue-collar-job/.
21. Sam Wakoba, “New Developer School Launches in Kenya,” TechMoran.com, October 2, 2014, http://techmoran
.com/new-developer-school-launches-kenya/.
22. Catherine Cheney, “Building the Digital Skills of the Largest Future Workforce,” Devex, May 24, 2016, https://w ww
.devex.com/news/building-the-digital-skills-of-the-largest-future-workforce-88082.
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universities has worsened over the past 20 years. 23 Increased university enrollment has also
come at a time when Kenya is cutting funding for its higher-education system; funding fell by
6 percent in the 2015 national budget. Despite the funding cuts, t here has been a growth in the
number of K
 enyan universities over the last decade. T
 oday t here are 22 public universities, up
24
from 5 in 2005.
Ensuring that local universities prepare students for employment is paramount. K
 enya, relative to
its African neighbors, has universities that specialize in technology c
 areers. Daystar University is
well known for offering “the world’s first smartphone-based degree program for teachers.”25 By
preparing f uture educators, Kenya is taking the lead on improving its education system at both the
primary and university level. Other private universities, such as Strathmore, have focused on study
areas outside of communications, including intellectual property, disaster management, and tools
for starting businesses.26 These examples show that higher education can continue to promote
both entrepreneurship and development in K
 enya.
Graduates of both the University of K
 enya and the University of Nairobi are well educated and
qualified for advanced jobs but often leave for better-paying jobs abroad. To attract t hese highly
skilled members of the diaspora, K
 enya needs funding, outside linkages, and networks of collaboration. Unfortunately, a lack of high-quality teachers affects students, and the university system is
not geared toward high-end jobs. Graduates are absorbed into administrative bureaucracies where
they neither teach nor do research.

TRANSLATIONAL R&D AND COMMERCIALIZATION
 enya’s current gross domestic spending27 on research and development is quite low, reflecting
K
both its current priorities as well as a lack of capacity to conduct effective research activities. As a
percentage of GDP, Kenya spends just 0.786 p
 ercent, below the world average of over 2 p
 ercent.28
Despite the current low levels of funding, targeted tech transfer and research and development
focused on specific local challenges have the potential to deliver large gains in K
 enya. Health and
agriculture are two areas where Kenya faces f uture challenges that should serve as catalysts for
innovation-and technology-led approaches to problem solving.
23. Ishmael Munene, “Kenya’s Universities Are in the Grip of a Quality Crisis,” Quartz Africa, February 17, 2016,
https://qz.com/618436/kenyas-universities-are-in-the-grip-of-a-quality-crisis/.
24. Clark, “Education in Kenya.”
25. “African Universities Recruit Too Many Students,” Economist, April 17, 2017, http://w ww.economist.com/news/middle
-east-and-africa/21720648-over-recruitment-continent-wide-problem-african-universities-recruit-too-many.
26. Ibid.
27. The OECD defines gross domestic spending on R&D as the total expenditure (current and capital) on R&D carried
out by all resident companies, research institutes, university and government laboratories, and so on, in a country. It
includes R&D funded from abroad but excludes domestic funds for R&D performed outside the domestic economy.
This indicator is measured in millions of U.S. dollars and as a percentage of GDP.
28. “Research and Development Expenditure (% of GDP),” World Bank, 2017, http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/GB
.XPD.RSDV.GD. ZS?locations= KE.
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Generally, K
 enyan universities have a weak capacity to conduct research and development activities. At the postsecondary level, there is a wealth of evidence about the relationship between
research intensity at universities and institutes and educational outcomes for students. So, boosting
knowledge and research intensity at universities makes them more competitive and productive, but
it also makes for higher-quality experiences for students, better positioning them for the workforce,
and therefore (if they can be retained) feeding industry a pipeline of highly qualified personnel with
valuable education experiences. That, in turn, would improve industry competitiveness and change.
Typically, Kenya does not have strong industry-academia linkages, meaning that both the skills
imparted and research conducted are not necessarily what the market requires. At a Linkage of
Industry with Academia (LIWA) conference, Devit Desai, chair of LIWA, noted that “we need to
strengthen the linkage between industry and academia from the gains we are reaping so far.”29 By
some estimates, recent young graduates in sub-Saharan Africa are three times as likely to be
unemployed as t hose with just a primary school education because they do not end up in c
 areers
30
within the informal sector, which is still widespread. Further gains in commercial innovation
depend on improved industry-academia linkages.
 here are examples of private-sector research collaborations with universities as well as nonprofit
T
cooperatives with universities. Safaricom has partnered with Strathmore University to provide skills
and training for entrepreneurs in the telecommunications space.31 Similarly, AGRA is working to
build entrepreneurship capacity by collaborating with universities to provide trainings. Partnerships
allow AGRA to advance goals even when they lack the capital.32
IBM has made significant investments in K
 enya, opening its first industrial research center on the
33
African continent in K
 enya in 2012. It has sought to use this center for specific, targeted research
that w
 ill have a significant impact on the continent. In launching the Nairobi THINKLab, IBM noted
that K
 enya’s facility would allow clients and partners across both the M
 iddle East and Africa to get
34
more exposure to IBM analytics. Nairobi’s tech culture as well as its geographic presence appeared
to be a factor in IBM’s investment. For example, IBM has entered the education space by utilizing
Watson as a learning companion, utilizing open technology, and teaching at universities. IBM’s Seed
Investment Management Program within the University of Nairobi is focused on agriculture.
 enya does have some inherent resources and advantages that it can leverage to drive innovation-
K
led growth. The Natural Products Industry Initiative, which targets the innovative use of natural
29. Robert Okemwa Onsare, “Linkage of Industry with Academia Conference Calls for Practical Undergraduates,”
Global Herald, August 1, 2011, https://theglobalherald.com/linkage-of-industry-with-academia-conference-calls-for
-practical-undergraduates/22436/.
30. “African Universities Recruit Too Many Students.”
31. “About Safaricom Academy,” Safaricom Academy, 2011, http://w ww.safaricomacademy.org/about.html.
32. “Scaling Seeds and Technologies Partnership W
 ill Accelerate Progress to Reduce Hunger, Poverty in Africa,” USAID,
June 28, 2013, https://w ww.usaid.gov/news-information/press-releases/scaling-seeds-and-technologies-partnership
-will-accelerate-progress.
33. “About Us,” IBM Research, http://w ww.research.ibm.com/labs/africa/.
34. “Developing Solutions in Africa, for Africa and the World,” IBM Research, http://w ww.research.ibm.com/articles
/africa.shtml.
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products, has made strides in biodiversity and the marketing of health products found in Kenya.35
A focus on drug production and new molecules has meant that countries come to K
 enya to do
clinical t rials. In addition, Safaricom’s M-Pesa serves as the global leader in the mobile payments
space and has made K
 enya the destination of choice for entrepreneurs working on mobile-based
payment systems.
The translation of research and development into multidisciplinary policy has remained a challenge. Government investment in technology and infrastructure is needed even though it may be
10 to 15 years until the country sees successes. Although some technological innovations exist in
Kenya, primarily driven by frugal innovation, they are not yet capable of being scaled in the current
environment. T
 here are many technology startups in the agriculture sector, and some of t hese
enterprises are getting funding from abroad. A challenge is that the K
 enyan venture financing
apparatus is not sufficiently developed to support start-ups through the full funding life cycle.
Technology transfer may be a logical approach for the government given limited resources and
capacity, as well as the clear gains that could be had in terms of agricultural productivity and
health outcomes, to name a few impacts. The government should continue to work constructively with companies that supply technology via foreign direct investment. K
 enya’s own government has had a history of using ministerial engagement with foreign enterprise.36 This can be
seen in IBM’s recent efforts to improve K
 enya’s Ease of D
 oing Business Index, which involved a
partnership with Kenya’s Cabinet Secretary for Industry, Trade, and Cooperatives.37 To improve
this ranking and break the top 50, Cabinet Secretary Adan Mohamed, admitted that technology
would be a crucial input.38

INNOVATION POLICY ENVIRONMENT
 enya’s innovation policy environment remains in a nascent stage, with core challenges remaining
K
in terms of individual institutional development as well as connectivity of these institutions within
the broader ecosystem. NACOSTI was created by an act of Parliament to advance STI in Kenya and
serves as the pillar institution in K
 enya’s attempt to develop an innovation-and technology-led
economic growth trajectory. Assigning this core responsibility is a good start as the government
seeks to purposefully promote innovation-and technology-led economic growth.
In many cases, the most important contributions that can be made to K
 enya’s innovation ecosystem involve improving basic inputs. Infrastructure, for example, remains a significant gap in K
 enya
and serves as a fundamental hurdle to innovation. One of the key sectors targeted in Vision 2030

35. “Natural Products Industry Initiative,” Kenya Vision 2030, http://w ww.vision2030.go.ke/projects/?pj=224.
36. Goel Cohen, Technology Transfer: Strategic Management in Developing Countries (New Delhi: Sage Publications, 2004).
37. Charity Wayua, “Breaking 50: The K
 enyan Government & IBM Research Collaborate to Improve the Country’s Ease
of Doing Business Ranking,” IBM Research, February 23, 2017, https://w ww.ibm.com/blogs/research/2017/02/breaking
-50-kenyan-government-ibm-research-collaborate-improve-countrys-ease-business-ranking/.
38. Ibid.
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is infrastructure, with a focus on energy and transport infrastructure.39 Basic policy around business formation, bankruptcy, and intellectual property could also be strengthened to provide a
more business-friendly environment. T
 here is progress being made on this front—Kenya rose 21
spots in the D
 oing Business 2017 report to 91 out of 180, ranking as the world’s third most reformed country.40
Power Africa has been very popular in K
 enya, with K
 enyan stakeholders expressing interest in it,
continuing to deepen trade relationships, and raising the Overseas Private Investment Corporation lending limit. Despite the success of Power Africa, most infrastructure and power providers
within Africa do not have much faith in larger political projects, and t here is an interest in translating the financial power of larger projects into t hings that are more bankable.
Incubators and accelerators have begun to grow on the African continent. Within the region, the
biggest challenge has been the lack of mentors and entrepreneurs that can utilize the “tech hub”
space. There is a supply of incubators but a deficiency in start-ups that need services.41 Fortunately, this is less of an issue in K
 enya. Ushahidi, a company that provides open-source software,
gained a foothold in K
 enya in 2008,42 and in 2010 Nairobi spawned iHub, a globally noted technology incubation center.43 In 2015, 150 start-ups were responsible for 1,300 jobs, and many of
them used iHub to exchange ideas, practices, and financial support.44 In addition, start-up support
has come from the University of Nairobi’s Fab Lab, a global initiative that provides machinery
access and online training to new ventures.45
Aside from closing obvious infrastructure gaps, there is also a need for forums and networking
functions to bring together the diverse community of entrepreneurs, funders, mentors, academics,
and donors that are operating in K
 enya’s innovation space. Although there are pockets of interest
ing activity, there seems to be a lack of coherence and connectivity between the core actors in the
ecosystem. There are some incubators and accelerators that seek to bridge this connectivity
gap—the most prominent example would be iHub, which serves as an unofficial capital for the
Nairobi technology community.46 Notably, iHub helped start Gearbox, “a design and rapid prototyping facility” located in Nairobi’s industrial area.47

39. “Sector: Infrastructure,” Kenya Vision 2030, http://w ww.vision2030.go.ke/sectors/?sc=2.
40. Brian Ngugi, “Kenya Climbs 21 Places in World Bank’s Ease of D
 oing Business Index,” Daily Nation, October 26,
2016, http://w ww.nation.co.ke/business/Kenya-up-21-places-in-World-Bank-s-Ease-of-Doing-Business/996-3430768
-xtjps6z/.
41. “Encouraging African Entrepreneurship,” Economist, April 6, 2017, http://w ww.economist.com/news/business
/21720344-only-one-incubator-continent-profitable-without-grants-encouraging-african.
42. “About USHAHIDI: Helping P
 eople Raise Their Voice and Those Who Serve Them to Listen and Respond Better,”
Ushahidi.com, https://w ww.ushahidi.com/about.
43. “About Safaricom Academy.”
44. Otavio Veras, “Smart Cities in Africa: Nairobi and Cape Town,” How We Made It in Africa, April 10, 2017, https://
www.howwemadeitinafrica.com/smart-cities-africa-nairobi-cape-town/58209/.
45. “African Universities Recruit Too Many Students.”
46. “About Safaricom Academy.”
47. Ibid.
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CONCLUSION
 enya is a country that is simultaneously undergoing massive change and progress while still strugK
gling with basic challenges, including education, infrastructure, and access to finance. Some of t hese
challenges w
 ill take decades to address; in the meantime, t here are specific areas on which Kenya
can focus to deliver short-and medium-term results while setting itself up for long-term economic
transformation. A key starting point would be strengthening its national capacity to act and operationalize its existing STI strategies. This is an issue the government recognizes it must correct.
Another priority area for improvement is K
 enya’s education system, with a clear focus on primary
and secondary education, where enormous gaps in both quality and access persist. Improving the
quality of basic education w
 ill have a broad-based effect on the overall human capital in K
 enya,
driving both economic productivity and disruptive innovation that Kenya needs to address pending
challenges. As K
 enya continues to grow and urbanize, it w
 ill face rising demands for food, energy,
and water as well as new and emerging health challenges.
 enya’s significant reform efforts, including in education, business regulation, and infrastructure
K
development, can help position it as the destination of choice for African innovators and entrepreneurs. Combined with unique competencies in mobile payments and telecommunication broadly,
Kenya could serve as the epicenter for a grassroots form of innovation that provides leapfrog
advances in industries ranging from finance to health and agriculture.
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05
Malaysia Case Study

Malaysia went through several decades of high economic growth that resulted in poverty reduction and improved h
 uman development. In particular, Malaysia moved up the value chain in manufacturing and translated commodity wealth into economic growth—the result was that total
income r ose at a rate of 6 to 7 percent every year from 1970 until 2000.1 Despite this success,
Malaysia also f aces a series of challenges that have prompted the national government to strongly
promote innovation-and technology-led economic growth.
One of the key goals of the current political coalition headed by Prime Minister Najib Razak is to
achieve high-income status by 2020,2 and innovation-led economic growth will play a critical
role in realizing this aspiration. Prime Minister Razak has explicitly addressed the imperative for
Malaysia to continue its economic growth trajectory, noting that Malaysia “cannot and will not be
caught in the middle-income trap.”3 Promoting innovation has become a key issue “in a context
of low farm productivity, increasing health-related problems, natural disasters, environmental
problems, and even monetary inflation.”4 A shift away from commodity exports fueled Malaysia’s
previous economic transformation; Malaysian policymakers think that innovation will fuel the
next transformation.
The government of Malaysia is uniquely positioned to pull the appropriate economic and politi
cal levers to instigate this change and has embarked on a purposeful process to strengthen the

1. Zainal Aznam Yusof and Deepak Bhattasali, “Economic Growth and Development in Malaysia: Policy Making and
Leadership,” International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 2008, 1, http://siteresources.worldbank.org
/EXTPREMNET/Resources/489960-1338997241035/Growth_Commission_Working_Paper_ 27_Economic_Growth
_Development_ Malaysia_Policy_ Making_Leadership.pdf.
2. “Can Malaysia Avoid the Middle-Income Trap?,” UNESCO, December 22, 2016, http://w ww.unesco.org/new/en
/media-services/single-view/news/can_malaysia_avoid_the_middle_income_trap/.
3. Greg Lopez, “Malaysia Struggles to Escape the Middle-Income Trap,” Malaymail Online, June 20, 2014, http://w ww
.themalaymailonline.com/what-you-think/article/malaysia-struggles-to-escape-the-middle-income-trap-greg-lopez.
4. “Can Malaysia Avoid the Middle-Income Trap?”
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innovation ecosystem. This process involves creating specific agencies to manage and oversee key
sectors, issues, and challenges. For example, the Performance Management and Delivery Unit
(PEMANDU) was created in 2009 to spearhead the national Government Transformation Programme and Economic Transformation Programme in support of Malaysia’s goal of becoming a
high-income country by 2020;5 the Agensi Innovai Malaysia (AIM) was established in 2010 to
jump-start the creation of a Malaysian innovation ecosystem;6 and the Malaysian Global Innovation and Creativity Centre was launched in 2014 to support aspiring entrepreneurs in the technology and innovation space.7
The government also chose to target specific sectors, products, and materials where it perceived
potential opportunity, including biomass and biotechnology, electronics, and graphene. Graphene,
an advanced material, is an especially interesting example of Malaysia directing resources to a key
area of opportunity. Not only is graphene potentially useful in a broad array of applications and
industries, it is also derived from a production process that could rely on locally sourced Malaysian
biomass.8 The choice to focus so specifically on a discrete opportunity where Malaysia believes it
has a competitive edge demonstrates the purposeful and targeted approach the government has
taken in attempting to spur innovation and growth.
For Malaysia to achieve its goal of reaching upper-income status by 2020, it needs to raise its
projected growth rates from about 4 percent up to approximately 6 percent in the coming years.9
To reach these higher rates of growth, innovation w
 ill be absolutely necessary. Interventions that
target education and human capital development, university capacity, and research and development w
 ill play a large role in realizing Malaysia’s ambitions. So, too, will programs that seek to
improve productivity in Malaysia’s large small-and medium-sized enterprise (SME) sector to drive
scalability and international competitiveness. Malaysia has also focused on an effort to modernize
the palm oil sector as it celebrates the industry’s 100th anniversary.10 Malaysia’s ability to realize its
national vision for an innovation-led transformation will hinge on the effectiveness of these interventions over coming years.

EDUCATION AND HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT
Malaysia’s education system is a by-product of its colonial past and has meant that the country
is generally English proficient in writing. A nationalization push that occurred in the 1980s led to
a decline in spoken English. However, some fracturing has occurred in national education. The
5. “Malaysia’s Performance Management and Delivery Unit (PEMANDU),” Centre for Public Impact, April 14, 2016,
https://w ww.centreforpublicimpact.org/case-study/performance-management-delivery-unit-kuala-lampur/,
6. “About Us,” Agensi Innovai Malaysia, http://innovation.my/about-us/aim/.
7. “About Us,” National Innovation Agency of Malaysia, http://mymagic.my/en/about/#anotefromceo.
8. “National Graphene Action Plan 2020,” NanoMalaysia and National Innovation Agency of Malaysia, December 2013, 6,
https://w ww.nanomalaysia.com.my/img/ngap/NGAP_ 2020_Booklet.pdf.
9. “Can Malaysia Avoid the Middle-Income Trap?”
10. “100th Year Industry: Creating Value for Palm Oil,” New Straits Times, February 4, 2017, http://w ww.nst.com.my
/news/2017/02/209508/100th-year-industry-creating-value-palm-oil.
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country currently has five types of schools. Two of t hese, the Chinese and English, focus on rote
memorization. The 11 years of primary and upper secondary education is f ree, and primary
education is compulsory.11 Investments in basic and primary education offer a high return for
countries like Malaysia that are not overburdened with the type of health dangers that affect
cognitive learning for youths.12
In the last decade, Malaysia has seen large increases of preschool enrollment (51 to 67 p
 ercent of
eligible children) and has maintained primary school enrollment rates upward of 95 percent since
2005.13 Malaysia lags on secondary education enrollment when compared with similar countries
in the region. Secondary education enrollment in Malaysia has held steady at around 69 percent
for the past decade; Japan and the Republic of Korea both have secondary education enrollment
rates upward of 95 percent.14
Beyond extending access, there have also been efforts to change curricula and learning approaches to foster greater creativity and critical thinking. Education changes, in the form of design
thinking and International Baccalaureate, are meant to prepare students for university and workforce training. The response to t hese changes has been positive for students. However, adults
need to adapt to these changes and realize their impact can lead students t oward high-earning
careers that are outside of traditionally acceptable occupations like medicine, law, and accounting.
Shifting cultural attitudes t oward pedagogy at the primary and early secondary school level is as
important as investments in higher education.
Since the mid-1990s, central planning by the Malaysia government has restructured higher education in response to globalization and increased economic competition worldwide.15 The Ministry
of Higher Education was created in 2004 and quickly put into place new strategies to transform
higher education as part of the national transition t oward a knowledge economy.16 In large part,
these reforms served to broaden access. Malaysia reached a higher education enrollment rate of
48 p
 ercent in 2012, representing a 70 p
 ercent increase over 10 years.17 Advanced degree programs have grown at an even faster rate, with master’s and PhD program enrollment increasing
tenfold between 1990 and 2010.18 Despite this growth, Malaysia’s tertiary education enrollment

11. “Malaysia Education Policy Review,” UNESCO, May 2013, http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0 022/0 02211
/221132e.p df.
12. “The Growth Report Strategies for Sustained Growth and Inclusive Development,” International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 2008, https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/6507/449860PUB0
Box3101OFFICIAL0USE0ONLY1.pdf.
13. “Malaysia Education Policy Review.”
14. Ibid.
15. “OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy: Malaysia 2016,” OECD, 2016, 115, http://w ww.keepeek.com/Digital-A sset
-Management/oecd/science-and-technology/oecd-reviews-of-innovation-policy-malaysia_9789264255340-en#page115.
16. Ibid.
17. “Executive Summary: Malaysia Education Blueprint 2015–2025,” Ministry of Education Malaysia, https://w ww.um
.edu.my/docs/default-source/about-um_document/media-centre/um-magazine/4-executive-summary-pppm-2015
-2025.pdf?sfvrsn= 4.
18. Ibid.
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rate still trails other advanced economies in region.19 In addition, the quality of higher education
needs improvements even as progress is being made in higher education access.
Relative to its peers, Malaysia invests an extremely high share of GDP in tertiary education. Its expenditure to GDP was 1.5 p
 ercent in 2013, which was higher than that of more advanced economies
such as South K
 orea and Singapore.20 This has translated into improved quality: the World Economic
Forum ranked Malaysia 14th globally on “quality of the educational system,” but t here is still progress
to be made.21 Malaysia still does not have a top 100 Asian university per the QS World University
ranking; Hong Kong, India, Singapore, and Saudi Arabia all have universities that have been rated in
the top 100 institutions in recent years.22 Identifying investment inefficiencies and reallocating t hese
funds to continue to drive higher tertiary education quality will be a crucial next step in Malaysia.

TRANSLATIONAL R&D AND COMMERCIALIZATION
Malaysia is working hard to improve the economic and social returns on its R&D spending to
strengthen domestic innovation capacity as well as localized problem solving. Improved domestic
innovation capabilities often result in productivity and economic output growth. A strong national
pipeline of R&D is one way to improve innovative capacity, but Malaysia is still below the global
average in R&D spending. As a percentage of GDP, Malaysia’s R&D spending was 1.26 percent in
2014, below the world average of 2.12 percent.23 This is a significant improvement, however, from
the 0.2 percent R&D expenditure in 1996.24
The core problem, however, extends beyond total spending. Although Malaysia should seek to
raise its total spending, it also needs to target the efficiency of research funding allocation. In a
2015 assessment of Malaysia’s innovation ecosystem, the World Intellectual Property Organization
found that Malaysia had a poor performance on the efficiency of its innovation investments and
suggested that this indicated “a need to review government policies concerning the implementation of government sponsored R&D funds in the country.”25
The clear majority of R&D spending goes through higher education institutions, which are responsible for 80 p
 ercent of R&D funding in the country.26 Given this trend, improving the quality of
R&D outcomes coming out of the university systems, with a particular focus on the translation of

19. “Malaysia Education Policy Review,” 4.
20. “OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy: Malaysia 2016,” 115.
21. “The Global Competitiveness Report 2011–2012,” World Economic Forum, 2011, 144, http://w ww3.weforum.org
/docs/GCR2011-12/17.GCR2011-2012DTVHigherEducationandTraining.pdf.
22. “OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy: Malaysia 2016,” 117.
23. “Research and Development Expenditure (% of GDP),” World Bank, 2017, http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/GB
.XPD.RSDV.GD. ZS?locations= KE.
24. “OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy: Malaysia 2016,” 118.
25. “Innovation Performance of the Malaysian Economy,” World Intellectual Property Organization, 140, http://w ww
.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/wipo_pub_gii_ 2015-chapter10.pdf.
26. “OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy: Malaysia 2016,” 118.
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this research into commercial opportunities, should be a clear priority for Malaysia. An easy step
toward operationalizing this change would be improved industry-academia linkages; not only
would this align the education and skills imparted by universities with market needs, it would also
result in an allocation of research funding that was more relevant and high impact. Malaysia has
made a series of efforts to improve the quantity and quality of industry-academia collaborations,
including the Collaborative Research in Engineering, Science, and Technology, which brings
together, industry, academia, and government around R&D projects.27
Large companies can also drive forward in-house innovation as they internalize capacities and
resources needed for effective R&D. More than that, t hese businesses can drive efficiency gains at
their periphery when they source services and products from other local businesses. Unfortunately for Malaysia, its neighbor Singapore offers some of the most favorable business conditions
in the world, including a 400 p
 ercent tax deduction on R&D spending that encourages companies
to choose to locate to the smaller city-state over Malaysia.28 Competition from Singapore, a
neighbor that is highly developed, should motivate Malaysia to ease regulations and strengthen
intellectual property laws, streamline the research process, and provide incentives for companies
to locate research facilities in Malaysia.
In Malaysia’s case, structural challenges inhibit more efficient R&D processes as many of the largest
firms are directly or indirectly controlled by the government. Although t hese are the most advantaged businesses in Malaysia in many regards, they are often required to give their profits back to the
state rather than engage in forward-looking, risk-taking activities such as R&D. AIM is seeking to
change this, encouraging larger companies to copy the example of Korean conglomerates in helping launch start-ups and universities as part of a broader cultivation of the innovation ecosystem.
Many of the largest enterprises in Malaysia are classified as government-linked companies (GLCs),
and GLCs account for more than a third of the Malaysian stock exchange’s capitalization.29 This
means that key decisions at many of Malaysia’s most influential companies are still made by corporate boards heavily populated by public officials. Historically, this has led to risk-averse investment, but moving forward it represents an opportunity for the government to change cultural
norms around R&D in the country. The government could decide to direct the G20 companies—a
selection of the largest GLCs—to lead by example and engage in higher-risk investments in R&D.
This example could change the business climate of the country and lead to nonstate-backed
companies making similar changes to their R&D practices.
Malaysia has launched the Public Private Research Network (PPRN) to examine various models on
university-academia collaboration and improve Malaysia’s approach.30 The Ministry of Higher
Education, which administrates the PPRN, also sits on the Steinbeiss board, a German model
where the government matches a private-sector company with an academic to solve an unmet
27. “Innovation Performance of the Malaysian Economy,” 145.
28. “2015 Global Survey of R&D Incentives,” Deloitte, October 2015, 44, https://w ww2.deloitte.com/content/dam
/Deloitte/nl/Documents/tax/deloitte-nl-tax-global-survey-r-and-d-incentives-2015.pdf.
29. East Asia Forum, “The Power of Malaysia’s Government-Linked Companies,” Economy Watch, January 14, 2015,
http://w ww.economywatch.com/features/The-Power-of-Malaysias-Government-Linked-Companies.01-14-15.html.
30. Public Private Research Network, http://w ww.pprn.mohe.gov.my/portal/.
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need.31 The newly established Research Management Agency can play a coordinating role for
providing advice to SMEs.32 This function is supported by SME Corp., which manages policy,
strategy, and assistance schemes for SMEs in Malaysia.33

INNOVATION POLICY ENVIRONMENT
With its centralized government, Malaysia can engage in top-down planning to address long-term
needs. So far, this has entailed a purposeful approach with policy experimentation aimed at promoting a distinct form of Malaysian innovation. Its own history as a multiethnic society has led to a
clear willingness to draw on pieces and segments of innovation systems that have been effective
elsewhere around the world, including in Asia and the OECD. Malaysia is a “cash-rich” country with
a competent government willing to make long-term investment to promote innovation and evolve
its economy.
From a regulatory perspective, Malaysia has one of the most effective and business-friendly regimes
in the world. The World Bank’s Doing Business index ranks Malaysia 23rd out of 190 countries on
the overall ease of d
 oing business, with notably high rankings on getting electricity, protection for
minority investors, access to credit, and dealing with construction permits.34 These are key indicators for foreign investment and business formation. The challenge for Malaysia, in this regard, is that
Singapore ranks in the top five in virtually every D
 oing Business category. Successful investors,
entrepreneurs, and businesses in Malaysia w
 ill always be tempted to hop the border to Singapore,
applying a perpetual pressure on Malaysia to continue to improve its business environment.
Malaysia has a broad constellation of institutions that seek to provide support for the various actors
operating in the innovation space. The new Research Management Agency was created to more
effectively manage the allocation of research funding; the National Science Council was also
recently created to provide long-term strategic focus and facilitate government coordination. AIM,
as previously mentioned, was created with the explicit goal of providing a cross-cutting perspective on innovation needs throughout the Malaysian economy. PEMANDU, an entity that brings
together the public and private sectors and oversees AIM, has highlighted social innovation and
strategic sectors as means to streamline growth and development.
Although many of these are well-respected and capable organizations, the result has been an STI
governance system characterized by “a multiplicity of advisory committees and councils as well as
ministries, agencies, etc.,”35 each engaged in separate but often overlapping functions. An OECD
assessment of Malaysia’s innovation ecosystem concluded that this atomization of government

31. Steinbeis Malaysia Foundation, http://steinbeis.my/2/page.php?id=152.
32. “OECD Science, Technology and Industry Outlook 2014: Malaysia,” I, OECD, 2014, 380, https://
innovationpolicyplatform.org/system/files/sti-outlook-2014-malaysia.pdf.
33. “About SME Corp. Malaysia,” SME Corp., http://w ww.smecorp.gov.my/index.php/en/about/2015-12-21-08-49-11
/about-sme-corp-malaysia.
34. “Ease of Doing Business in Malaysia,” World Bank, http://w ww.doingbusiness.org/data/exploreeconomies/malaysia.
35. “OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy: Malaysia 2016,” 16.
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bodies in the innovation space has harmed coordination and that a clarification or consolidation of
some of these agencies would lead to higher impact at lower cost.36

CONCLUSION
Malaysia’s history of economic diversification and steady progress t oward higher per capita income was the result of careful investment and stewardship of natural resource–derived wealth. It
is an enormous success story: in 1970, roughly half of Malaysia’s population lived on less than the
 ercent of the population falls below the national
equivalent of $1 per day;37 today, less than 4 p
38
poverty line. Now Malaysia needs to drive forward a similarly dramatic shift to launch itself into a
higher income bracket.
 here are select areas where Malaysia is uniquely competitive, such as plastics, rubber, and palm
T
oil. Malaysia has also looked to build off t hese traditional strengths and move up global value
chains. Malaysia has leveraged many of its largest corporations to drive forward this kind of innovative R&D work but also sees opportunities to integrate SMEs more effectively into the innovation
process.
Malaysia has both the ambition and capacity to vault itself t oward innovation-led economic
growth and has placed this goal at the center of its f uture economic strategy. The effectiveness
of this strategy w
 ill come down to effective implementation of the broad changes and reforms and
the ability of government agencies to coordinate and provide a coherent and supportive innovation ecosystem. Much like its focus on strategic sectors, Malaysia’s governing agencies must have
clear roles and mandates.

36. Ibid.
37. Yusof and Bhattasali, “Economic Growth and Development in Malaysia.”
38. Ibid.
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06
Gujarat, India, Case Study

Gujarat is known throughout India for its business-friendly environment, a reputation and reality
fostered carefully through targeted infrastructure investment, limited regulation, and efficient
government. Its challenge t oday is how to turn its business-friendly climate into one conducive to
driving innovation. Gujarat has enjoyed economic growth rates that averaged 10 p
 ercent annually
from 2004 to 2014, exceeding the Indian national average for that period.1 Although much of this
growth has been driven by large-scale industrialization in the state—some of India’s largest companies, including Tata Group and Reliance Industries, have a large presence in Gujarat—small and
medium enterprise plays a key role in driving growth and employment.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi served as the chief minister of Gujarat from 2001 to 2014. His
success in building a technocratic government and driving economic progress helped propel
him to higher office. Prime Minister Modi is extremely popular in Gujarat, and his party, the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), has retained a strong grip on the Gujarat Legislative Assembly as
well as other levers of political power for over a decade. 2 This continuity created the opportunity for a unified and long-term economic vision that was pursued at nearly all levels of
government.
The resulting “Gujarat Model” has been so successful that it has, at least in part, been copied at
the national scale as part of the prime minister’s new economic plan. A core part of this economic vision has been the promotion of innovation and entrepreneurship. Historically, Gujaratis
have been highly entrepreneurial. For centuries Gujarat has been a trade hub with strong economic connectivity to the rest of India and the region. A strong network of interlocking institutions supports this ecosystem, including through government-funded programs, specialized
training institutes, universities, and business incubators and accelerators. T
 hese institutions are
interconnected to an impressive degree and form a coherent ecosystem for enabling
1. Sameer Hashmi, “Can India’s Economy Model Itself on Gujarat?,” BBC News, May 5, 2014, http://w ww.bbc.com/news
/business-27257790.
2. “Members (MLAs),” Gujarat Vidhan Sabha, http://w ww.gujaratassembly.gov.in/epsurat.htm.
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entrepreneurship and economic activity that is paired with an enabling legal and regulatory
environment.
Although t here is a high level of entrepreneurship, it is not clear to what extent this has translated into truly innovative or disruptive business activity. Anecdotally, most of the small and
medium businesses in Gujarat fit a traditional mold—providing an existing product or service to
meet a perceived market need. There is a clear ambition—on the part of both government and
nongovernment actors—to push for higher value-added economic activity, and accordingly,
many of the institutions in Gujarat are steering entrepreneurs t oward technology-and
innovation-driven sectors and ideas. As increased human capacity and readily available start-up
funding continue to decrease the availability of “low hanging fruit”—that is, s imple variations on
existing or traditional businesses or products—there is a clear opportunity for Gujarat to take the
next step toward technology-and innovation-led economic growth.

EDUCATION AND HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT
Overall, India has one of the largest and most capable h
 uman capital endowments in the world.
This is true within the domestic population but also within the Indian diaspora, which is the largest
such population in the world.3 Education has been a key focus of the Indian government for
decades, and the Indian higher education system, particularly the twenty-three Indian Institutes of
Technology, is held in high esteem around the world and has engaged in collaboration with top
private-sector companies such as IBM.4
Although this is true at an aggregate level, India also boasts significant education gaps, particularly at the primary and secondary education levels. Extending access and quality at the primary
level would be a significant force for broad-based economic empowerment and growth. India
still ranks relatively low on human development indicators, including with regards to education.5
Particularly given Gujarat’s rural nature when compared with many other major states, extending
access and improving quality to all students is a significant challenge. A 2015 survey found that
Gujarat has roughly 34,000 primary schools across more than 14,000 villages in the state, but
the high number of schools has not translated into positive educational outcomes.6
Despite this impressive number of schools, Gujarat still ranks poorly even within India when it
comes to the provision of basic and secondary education. One of the few criticisms of the Gujarat
government during Modi’s tenure as chief minister was its lack of improvement on education
3. Alexandra Sims, “India Has the Largest Diaspora Population in the World, Says UN Report,” Independent, January 14,
2016, http://w ww.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/india-has-the-largest-diaspora-population-in-the-world-says
-un-report-a6812721.html.
4. “IBM Research Teams with Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) to Make Power Grids Smarter,” IBM, November 16,
2010, https://w ww-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/33016.wss.
5. In 2015 H
 uman Development Index rankings, India ranks 130th.
6. Ritu Sharma, “National Education Policy: Draft Report Blames Maternity Leave for Poor Basic Education in Gujarat,”
Indian Express, November 2, 2015, http://indianexpress.com/article/cities/ahmedabad/national-education-policy-draft
-report-blames-maternity-leave-for-poor-basic-education-in-gujarat/.
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metrics. Gujarat ranked in the bottom half of all states when it comes to providing primary education, a ranking that holds true across gender and age groups.7 Enrollment rates for the age group
of 15 to 19 are very poor, indicating a challenge to transition primary students into secondary
enrollment.8
Although t here is clearly a need to expand the provision of basic and secondary education, Gujarat
has an impressive set of top-tier higher education institutions that produce highly capable graduates
with a cross-disciplinary set of skills. In addition to hosting two of the signature Indian universities—the
Indian Institute of Technology Gandhinagar and the Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad—
the government of Gujarat recognizes a total of 50 universities and research institutions in the state.9
This concentration of h
 uman capital is impressive and leads to a diverse and deep pool of highly
capable talent. Many of the universities specifically funnel their students t oward entrepreneurship
and innovation-centric activities. A 2014 study determined that t here were over 80 incubators and
accelerators in India, many of which are located at research institutes within universities.10

TRANSLATIONAL R&D AND COMMERCIALIZATION
India is one of the global leaders in research and development spending on aggregate and has a
clear opportunity to continue building on that leadership through improved quality of research, higher
spending, and continued investment from global companies. India accounted for $13.4 billion in
globalized engineering and R&D spending, representing some 40 p
 ercent of the global total.11 Given
the rate at which India produces engineers—80 percent of Indian 16-year-olds identified engineering
as their top career choice in a recent survey12—the proliferation of engineering R&D is no surprise.
As chief minister, Narendra Modi had a clear focus on attracting investment from large industrial
actors as a means of stimulating growth. One key issue that then minister Modi tackled was infrastructure, particularly through power-sector reforms and road spending. When he was elected in
2001, the power sector in Gujarat was inefficient and failing to meet demand; by 2012, Gujarat was
producing a surplus of over 2,000 megawatts.13 Similarly, he drove reform in the road

7. Prashant Thakor, “Gujarat Slips to 13th Rank in Providing Basic Education,” Daily News and Analysis, October 21,
2010, http://w ww.dnaindia.com/india/report-gujarat-slips-to-13th-rank-in-providing-basic-education-1455792.
8. Ibid.
9. Education Department, Government of Gujurat, http://gujarat-education.gov.in/education/alluniversity.htm.
10. Danish Agency for Science, Technology and Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Start-Up Activities at Indian Higher
Education Institutions, IDCK Analysis No. 3 (Oslo: Innovation Centre of Denmark, January 2016), http://icdk.um.dk/en
/news/newsdisplaypage?newsid=a5fba73c-653a-4c84-b047-e1bc4b44db01.
11. “Research and Development in India,” India Brand Equity Foundation, June 2017, https://w ww.ibef.org/industry
/research-development-india.aspx.
12. Kounteya Sinhal, “India Set to Produce World’s Largest Number of Engineers,” Times of India, October 26, 2015,
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/India-set-to-produce-worlds-largest-number-of-engineers/articleshow
/49532113.cms.
13. N. Madhavan, “The Transformer,” Business Today, February 5, 2012, http://w ww.businesstoday.in/magazine/case
-study/gujarats-power-sector-turnaround-story/story/21750.html.
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sector—shifting the government from provider to manager of road infrastructure—that the World
Bank has pointed to as a global example.14
 hese investments, along with broad regulatory reform, quickly made Gujarat the darling state for
T
several of India’s largest firms. One example is Gujarat’s famous wooing of Tata—India’s most
successful and influential company15—which led to large-scale infrastructure investment and the
establishment of an auto industry in the state.16 Tata’s Nano project, which focused on the building
of small cars, was moved from West Bengal to Gujarat in 2008, with Ratan Tata describing Gujarat’s “reputation” and “speed” of provisions as key reasons for the move.17 These large companies
have the internal capacities and resources to conduct their own research and development and
can deliver spin-off benefits to the larger community by developing a concentrated pool of talent
while also procuring additional goods and services from local enterprise.
Another area of opportunity for Gujarat lies in technology transfer, particularly in the agricultural
space. Although Gujarat is urbanizing rapidly—the urban population grew by 36 p
 ercent between
18
2001 and 2011 —agriculture is still a significant contributor to economic output and employment. Gujarat’s rural development commission has several programs that aim to provide modern
technology to agricultural producers throughout the state, and there have been positive results—
Gujarat’s agricultural growth has far outstripped the national average.19

INNOVATION POLICY ENVIRONMENT
Gujarat has a very well-developed ecosystem of institutions and individuals that form a coherent
and interconnected network for promoting innovation and entrepreneurship. Favorable business
regulation is the foundation for Gujarat’s economic success, and throughout Narendra Modi’s tenure
as chief secretary, Gujarat steadily improved on state rankings for economic freedom within India.
Starting in 2012, Gujarat was ranked the highest on economic freedom among all Indian states, on
the basis of “economic governance, state level reforms, and inclusive economic growth.”20
14. Smt. Anandiben Patel, “Follow Gujarat Initiative to Road Reforms: Says World Bank Study,” India Tribune, September 8, 2010, http://indiatribune.com/follow-gujarat-initiative-to-road-reforms-says-world-bank-study/.
15. “Most Successful and Influential Companies in India,” Economic Times, February 19, 2013, http://economictimes
.indiatimes.com/slideshows/corporate-industry/most-successful-and-influential-companies-in-india/1-tata-group
/slideshow/18572620.cms.
16. Murali Gopalan and N. Ramakrishnan, “The Auto Wars—Tamil Nadu vs Gujarat,” Hindu Business Line, March 18,
2013, http://w ww.thehindubusinessline.com/companies/the-auto-wars-tamil-nadu-vs-gujarat/article4522136.ece.
17. “India: Modi Wins as Gujarat Gets Tata’s Nano Plant,” Bloomberg, October 8, 2008, https://w ww.bloomberg.com
/news/articles/2008-10-08/india-modi-wins-as-gujarat-gets-tatas-nano-plantbusinessweek-business-news-stock
-market-and-financial-advice.
18. “Gujarat Population Census Data 2011,” Census 2011, http://w ww.census2011.co.in/census/state/gujarat.html.
19. “Gujarat’s Agriculture Turnaround an Eye Opener for the Entire Nation: Dr. Kalam,” IBTL, July 18, 2012, http://w ww
.ibtl.in/video/6413/gujarats-agriculture-turnaround-an-eye-opener-for-the-entire-nation-dr-kalam/.
20. “Narendra Modi’s Gujarat Tops List of Indian States on Economic Freedom Policy: Bimal Jalan Report,” Indian
Express, January 8, 2013, http://archive.indianexpress.com/news/narendra-modis-gujarat-tops-list-of-indian-states-on
-economic-freedom-policy-bimal-jalan-report/1056413/.
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The state also boasts an impressive cadre of institutions focused specifically on promoting entrepreneurship and innovation in Gujarat. The Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India (EDII)
has been operating out of Gujarat for more than 30 years and serves as the backbone institution
for entrepreneurial training in India.21 With the launch of the Startup India campaign in 2016,22
institutions like EDII took on an elevated national importance; t here has been a proliferation of
similar institutions in recent years.
Gujarat is unique in its concentration of top-tier institutions across the disciplinary spectrum. In
addition to the Indian Institute of Technology Gandhinagar and the Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad, Gujarat is also home to the National Institute of Design,23 which aims to bring
design thinking and approaches to a series of sectors and challenges. One observer in the higher
education space noted that Gujarat is the only state with top-tier management, engineering, and
design schools.
 hese institutions of higher learning are complemented by a series of incubators, accelerators, and
T
entrepreneur networks that specifically target early-stage entrepreneurship. Through the Department of Science and Technology, the government of India provides a multitiered funding system
that supports start-up and scale-up for Indian entrepreneurs. Rather than distribute this funding
directly, the government provides the funding to partner with incubators and accelerators that
leverage their expertise and local networks to identify and develop promising ideas and entrepreneurs. The government has also been relatively willing to accept that not e
 very business emerging
from t hese programs w
 ill be a commercial success; this is a long-term and enlightened approach
to start-up funding.
Although many of the incubators and accelerators in Gujarat are h
 oused within universities, t here
has also been a proliferation of private networks and institutions to support innovation and entrepreneurship in the state. The National Institute of Design, Ahmedabad University, and Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad all boast their own incubation centers: the National Design
Business Incubator, Venture Studios, and the Center for Innovation Incubation and Entrepreneurship, respectively. The International Centre for Entrepreneurship and Technology (iCreate) was also
recently formed as an autonomous center to specifically promote high value-added “next-
generation” entrepreneurship.24
 hese institutions work together through both formal and informal networking mechanisms. For
T
example, the Indus Entrepreneurs Ahmedabad explicitly serves to connect Gujarati entrepreneurs
with funders, mentors, and business partners in Gujarat and around the world.25 The network of

21. “Emergence of EDII,” Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India, 2017, http://www.ediindia.org/emergence.html.
22. “PM Modi in Mann Ki Baat: ‘Start Up India, Stand Up India’ Action Plan on January 16,” Times of India, December 27,
2015, http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/PM-Modi-in-Mann-Ki-Baat-Start-Up-India-Stand-Up-India-action-plan
-on-January-16/articleshow/50340724.cms.
23. “History & Background,” National Institute of Design, http://w ww.nid.edu/institute/history-background.html.
24. “Mission: Vision,” International Centre for Entrepreneurship and Technology, http://icreate.org.in/mission_vision.
25. “About TiE,” TiE Ahmedabad, http://ahmedabad.tie.org/about-us/.
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linked institutions is also growing; in 2016, Gujarat had 20 incubators officially recognized u
 nder
26
the Startup Scheme of Gujarat, with another 18 proposals under consideration.

CONCLUSION
Gujarat has a compelling story of economic transformation that brings together competent and
forward-looking government, effective management of public resources, and the development of
nongovernmental networks of entrepreneurs and innovators. The narrative of economic development in Gujarat was strong enough to propel Narendra Modi into the prime minister’s office and
has subsequently become the model for India’s broader economic vision.
Despite this impressive storyline, t here are gaps in Gujarat’s development. The growth in Gujarat
has been far from inclusive, and Gujarat continues to struggle on key human development indicators, including basic education and poverty. The HDI, a composite index of three indicators (consumption, education, and health), shows that 10 states, particularly in south and central India, have
higher HDIs.27 The rural poverty rate in Gujarat stands at about 21 percent, whereas the urban
poverty rate is lower, at roughly 10 p
 ercent.28 This is a significant improvement from the early
2000s when rural poverty approached 40 percent, but closing the gap on the urban rural income
divide will take continued time and effort.29
It is also not clear that Gujarat’s focus on entrepreneurship is leading to innovation-and
technology-led economic growth. Although t here has been success in promoting entrepreneurship, so far most entrepreneurs in Gujarat pursue conventional-type businesses—continuation of
family businesses and the expansion of existing stores and shops selling well-known products and
services to people in new areas.
Encouraging entrepreneurs and investors to tackle larger challenges through innovative products,
processes, and business models—and doing so in an inclusive way—will be the next step for
Gujarat as it looks to continue its arc of development and progress. Addressing coming challenges
in the medical space as the Indian population begins to age, for example, would be a logical and
forward-looking step t oward innovative, high value-added economic activity.

26. “Gujarat State Startup Initiatives,” Government of Gujurat, July 23, 2016, http://w ww.startupindia.gov.in/uploads
/pdf/Gujarat_in_the_ States_Conference.pdf.
27. “India H
 uman Development Report 2011: T
 owards Social Inclusion,” Institute of Applied Manpower Research,
Planning Commission, Government of India, http://w ww.im4change.org/docs/340IHDR _ Summary.pdf.
28. “Publications,” Reserve Bank of India, September 16, 2013, https://w ww.rbi.org.in/scripts/PublicationsView
.aspx?id=1 5283.
29. Ibid.
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